Al Wood is perhaps best known for his extraordinary work as the St. Andrew’s athletic trainer. However, this remarkable man’s professional work is but a fragment of his overall contribution to St. Andrew’s. Al is a mentor, an author, an artist, an inventor, and a father of triplets extraordinaire. Responsible for the health and well-being of the entire community, Al is the heart of St. Andrew’s athletics and integral to the school as a whole. His undying sense of humor, compassion, and infinite patience make any injury bearable. Always ready to share a story or piece of advice, Al’s inseparable connection with St. Andreans is priceless. This selfless Mr. Incredible continually devotes his time and energy to the embodiment of the St. Andrew’s ethos. Al’s valued interaction with students and immeasurable wisdom combine to make him an irreplaceable figure on the field and off. Therefore, it is with great pleasure that the Class of 2007 dedicates this year’s Griffin to Al Wood.

Thank you, Al, for all you have given us. You are the man, and we love you.

The Class of 2007
In memory of Cristin Duprey

Cristin inspired us all, students, faculty, and staff. Her smile brightened the campus; her spirit infused us with courage. She plunged into life with an enthusiasm that left its mark on everyone she met. Role model, friend, big sister, lover of children and life, Cristin dreamed big. We are all better for having known her. We will forever keep Cristin and her family in our hearts.
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Square Dance
"Nothing Runs Like A Frosty"
HOMECOMING
MIDDLETOWN
GAME 2006
VESTRY AUCTION

TURKEY TROT
Halloween 2006
Carol Shout
Let it Snow!
3 V 3 TOURNAMENT
SAISL

...the road to La Copa!

[Image of people playing a game inside a gym]
"A party shaken, not stirred."

SEMA J

2007 SEMI-FORMAL

D Z O B
The Big Jig
Rave
Student Clubs & Organizations
When not busy courting ladies, the Gentlemen's Society is busy finding new, classy ways to be a gentleman and preparing for their annual yearbook picture.

BBFC
Michel'le Bennett, Timmy Merlino, Liz Wolinski, Parrish Tigh, Laura Kemer, Dan Primiani, Matt Wiltshire, Lizzie Dutton, Emma Van Wagenberg
Ford Van Fossan Club
Nici Fleischer, Ford Van Fossan, Jess Crawley

DPT Club
Dan Dittmar, Perry Bentley
Taylor Brown
Rubik's Cube Club
Ian Harding, Mike Quist, Beth Martin,
Michel'Le Bennett, Karishma Chadha,
Nancy Kim, Kai-Xin Chen

The Rubik's Cube Club continues to search for faster ways of solving the timeless puzzle
Extreme Sports Club
Nici Fleisher, Jess Crawley, Mary-Pell Lea

Red Meat Club
Ben Wainwright, Sam Broer, Ryan Bickley, Adam Shephard, Olivia McGiff, Micheal Amos, Matt Wiltshire, Garrett Hart, Russell Train, Dan Primiani, Frank Leach, Salewa Akintilo, Jess Indresano, Robert Colon, Henry Holbrook
Discipline

Committee
Pemberton Heath,
Chris Chung,
Dan Hasse, Tyler
Caldwell, Sutton
Brown, Mackenzie
Lilly

Honor Committee
Doug Stuart, Tania Maatouk, Shantanu Tata,
Jess Crawley, Amanda
Nakonechny, Bucky Peirce,
Salewa Akintilo
Student Life
Beth Martin, Katie Cornish, William Heus, Olivia McGiff, Shantanu Tata, Garrett Hart, Tyler Caldwell, Jess Crawley, Penn Daniels, Eloise Repeczky, Sutton Brown, Chris Edge, Mina Aiken
Sunday School Teachers
Chris Speers, Jess Indresano, Henry Toothman, Kate Hardwick, Katherine Ullman, Alison Agnew, Stephanie Chubb
Acolytes
Mariana Silliman, Alex Falciani, Frank Leach, Penn Daniels, Lucy Brady, Chris Edge, Bonnie Madeley

The Acolytes are responsible for finding making sure that Chapel goes smoothly. They can usually be seen wearing white robes, and holding large books above their heads.

Head Acolytes
Chris Edge, Rob Bryan, Frank Leach, Alex Falciani
SAC
Christopher Hildebrandt, Will Macintosh, Chris Edge, Mina Aiken, Kate Hardwick, Jess Indresano, Eloise Repeczky, Alex Falciani, Frank Leach, Penn Daniel, Charlotte Rajasingh

Mock Trial
Red Sox Fan Club
Front Row: Louise Dufresne, Sarah Ann McShan, Ian James, Alexa Caldwell, Tyler Caldwell, Abby Wescott, Laura Kemer.
Back Row: Marina McGrail, Ryan Kerat, Doug Stuart, Sydney Tooze, Elise Desimone, Nici Fleischer, Emma Van Wagenberg, Beth Martin
Community Service
Louise Dufresne, Leila Crawford, Alexa Caldwell, Mr. DeSalvo, Kate Hardwick, Mary Craig, Josh Speers, Eliza Hamilton, Dan Primiani, Tyler Caldwell

The Andrean
Ryan Karterat, Pemberton Heath, Grace Reynolds, Mary-Jo Toothman, Kate Hardwick, Maggie Liu, Abby Wescott, Izzie Burbank
Invictus
Tania Maatouk, Beth Martin, Katie Cornish, William Heus, Katie Bennett, Laura McCready, Sadie Hammond, Shantanu Tata, AJ Aja, Emma Van Wagenberg, Perry Bentley, Ryan Karerat, Mary-Jo Toothman, Ian James, Alexa Caldwell, Nwakibe Kanu, Hadley Roach, Penn Daniel, Jacob Seidenberg, Mina Aiken, Grant Bauer, Julia Van der Vink, Abby Westcott, Ruby Cramer, Henley Cox, Lucy Brady

Convictus
AJ Huenke, Frank Leach, Behle Holbrook, Chris Edge, Malcolm Forbes, Will Vega-Brown, Perry Bentley
Gay Straight Alliance

The GSA was founded to ensure that all members of the community are fully accepted and embraced regardless of their sexual orientation.

Spectrum
RLs
Kate Hardwick, Tolly Taylor, Andrew Forsthoefel, Nici Fleischer, Nwakibe Kanu, Robert Bryan, Lucy Brady, Rachel Hickman, Charlotte Rajasingh, Kathryn Orfuss, Hadley Roach, Chauncy Elsas

Sista Space
Hannah Schechter, Katie Bennett, Liz Scarinci, Katie Cornish, Grace Reynolds, Eloise Repeczky, Emma Van-Wagenberg, Mina Aiken, Behle Holbrook, Julia van der Vink, Laura Hain, Abby Wescott, Elise Desimone, Amanda Nakonechny, Esi Hutchful, Mia Fry, Catherine Belk, Jessica Yanez, Laura Kemer, Lizzy Bowers, Chloe Hutchinson
ARTS
Choral Scholars
Orchestra
MACHINAL

The Cast

Young Woman: Kate Harwick '07
Jones: Adam Kaukbitz '08
Mother: Grace Leathrum '08
Lover: A.J. Aja '09

Members of the Ensemble Cast
Playing more than one character
(in order of appearance)

Theo DuBose '08
Greg Phillips '10
Jessica Crawley '07
Gabrielle Shiner '09
Laura Kemer '08
Spencer Davies '09
David Fairchild '09
Chloe Hutchinson '08
Katie Craddock '09
Frankie Modell '08
Tania Maatouk '09
Matt Wilshire '08
Eri Hatchful '06

By: Sophie Treadwell

Forbes Theater, Founders Hall
Friday, October 27 - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 28 - 8:00 p.m.

Production Staff

Director / Designer: Ann Matthers McTaggart
Tech Director: Dave McKelvey
Stage Manager: Parrish Tigh '08
Assistant Stage Manager: Alexa Lichtenstein '09
Tech Crew: Ryan Bickley '10, Kelvin Green '10
Annie Get Your Gun
When Shakespeare’s ladies meet: (with apologies to the Bard)

a play by charles george

directed by emily pressman
Boy’s Cross-Country


Front Row: Dan O’Connell (Coach), Joe Lee, Peter Melhado, Thatcher Barton, Albert Song, Tyler Willse
Oh, Baxter, you are my little gentleman. I will take you to foggy London town, because you are my little gentleman ~ Ron Burgundy

“Let’s Party and Then Do Stuff!” was the battle cry of the 2006 Men’s Cross-Country Team, and indeed, there was much partying, in addition to the doing of copious amounts of stuff. It has been the claim of many (including even Head Coach “Gee, Dan, what are you gonna do?” O’Connell) that cross country, by its very nature, is a sport for social rejects, awkward misfits, and in general, riff-raff (As exemplified by such runners as Asst. Coach Morgan “Donny” Scoville). These brave, hardworking, studly men complicated that claim on a daily basis by virtue of their sheer awesomeness. What evidence is there for this, might you ask? The XC team’s Homecoming Bonfire performance raised the bar of what constitutes “incredible” for all of posterity (except for the stealing and lighting-on-fire-of other people’s bicycles; that is baaaad). And one must not forget that the Varsity squad - including Captain Jim McNinch; Seniors Henry Toothman and Chris Edge; returning Sophomore Douglas Stewart; and new-comers Schafer Newman, Tyler Gehrs, and Thatch Barton - mustered up a 5th place finish at States; one of the best performances in school history. Gentlemen, when you are old and gray, and can no longer control your own bowel movements, you will look back on this season and know that you were heroes. You made Pre proud. Thank you all for being the best team I could have asked the little 8 oz baby Jesus for [tear].
Completely Plutonic Love, Jim
Going into the 2006 season, the expectations for the football team were low. The departure of a strong senior class from the previous season combined with the untimely decision of several former players to leave the team left us with open positions and no one to fill them. As the season began, doubt continued to loom; a rough start culminated in a loss to a strong Tower Hill team. However, this seeming lack of depth dissipated with the careful preparation and organization of Coach Hyde and his valuable assistant coaches Jack Hoopes, Dermond Baine, Peter Hoopes, Jack Ashton, and the legendary Bob Colburn. A hard-working group of young and new players underwent tremendous improvement, providing the solid foundation the more experienced players needed.

Led by a core of five dedicated seniors and blessed with a talented junior class, every member of this squad stepped up to fulfill their role on the team, and because of this, a bond was formed. Because of this bond, the team overcame the looming doubt it was plagued by at the beginning of the season. Through this bond, we tore through conditioning with strength, and learned to hunger for hitting drills. Because of this bond, we were unstoppable for the final three weeks of the season, defeating Friends in an upset victory, Perkiomen in a shut-out, and Tatnall in the most crushing rivalry victory in recent memory.

Because of this bond, we took back the Cannon.

Finishing our season 5-3, 2-1 in the conference, the greatest moment of the season came at its climax, as the Cannon left Tatnall’s trophy case to rest again on the headmaster’s mantle. Special thanks to the entire student body and faculty for their avid support, to Al for keeping us healthy and conditioned, and many grateful thanks to the fantastic coaching staff who continue to teach this wonderful game.
The Men’s Varsity soccer team returned from summer as specimens of physical prowess and Caldwellian endurance. This squad had such talent and such heart that even the notorious faculty conveniently skipped the annual faculty vs. varsity The Men’s Varsity soccer team returned from summer as specimens of physical prowess and Caldwellian endurance. This squad had such talent and such heart that even the notorious faculty conveniently skipped the annual faculty vs. varsity scrimmage. Led by fifteen seniors (sixteen if one includes Shagmaster Dan Ventura), the Saints went to battle in every game we played. Smurf Austin continued to lead this team with his experience, humor, and hair loss. Coach Kennedy wore crocs and struggled to distinguish between coaching and marital obligations during the soccer vs. volleyball showdown. Although we suffered heartbreaking losses to Tower Hill and Westtown, defeating Sanford in overtime twice, trouncing Friends, and ending with an overall record of 8-6-1, highlighted our season. It was a truly unforgettable experience and we seniors wish the best of luck to the 2007 squad. In the words of Coach Kennedy, “Bury them!”
"We are *Athletes!*"

"WEAK SHOT!"
Girls’ Cross-Country

Front Row (L to R): Mia Fry, Sarah Haroldson, Phoebe Matthews, Danielle Eskridge, Katie Cornish, Rebecca Smith, Marina McGrail. Middle Row (L to R): Ella Yates, Sara Khan, Rose Kwak, Parham Horn, Karin Weston, Maggie Liu, Vivian Smith, Jessica Sippelle, Hannah Schechter, Mr. Everhart. Back Row (L to R): Mr. Hammond, Ms. Shank.
As you all know, I’m not the fastest runner, I’m not even that good of a runner, but I love to run. Cross County season has always been a challenge for me nonetheless. But, this year, it wasn’t the challenge I was used to. Instead of dreading each practice, I was excited to be with all of you. As a senior, it is sometimes hard to have as much energy as you want to have. But, the energy that you girls exuded during practices brightened my day. If I was in a bad mood, all I had to do was go to practice, especially core practices. Listening to Phoebe sing, hearing Sara K., Sarah H and Mia laughing, watching Marina decrease her time again and again, Trish’s excitement about everything, Ella’s fart, Jess’s perseverance and dedication, listening to Mr. Everhart’s speeches, Karin’s gracefulness, waiting for Vivian to tie her shoe, Sarah Anne’s surprise appearances at practices, seeing Danielle, Katie and Rebecca continue to challenge themselves, Cinda’s smile, Rose’s astonishing achievements in races, the contributions Hannah and Sellers made to the team despite their injuries, even Maggie’s absentmindedness made everything soooo much better. Your attitude and energy are what made you so great and inspiring (especially to me). Despite your goofiness (which I loved), you were focused and worked hard to make the season so amazing. I am so proud of your accomplishments and hope to see all of you next year doing even better than you did this year. I could not have asked for a better season. You girls are going to be great next year!

Thank you for your craziness and constant flow of energy!

Love,
Parham
Field Hockey


Our warriors,

Although we didn't come away from this season with the dominant record we deserved, you know we wouldn't have rather played with any other group of athletes. Our hustle, humor, ferocity and spunk were incomprehensible to the snottiest of the snooty (ie, our opponents: the Independent Conference). As the true "sleepers" of the 2006 season, we surprised the kilts off of every team we met this year; luckily, they were wearing spandex, unlike Beh. Although only Mary Jo managed to look intimidating on the outside (maybe it was her heart rate monitor that did it), all of us were steely and bionic on the inside. We exaggerate not—if you doubt us, just ask that Westtown ogre what happened after she tried to fling Abby across the field. Or talk to those grizzly bears from Tower Hill, who were so quickly disillusioned when they tried to use their enormous gluts to force the ball past Ruby's unyielding stick and outstretched body. Or remember how, when Tatnall strode confidently onto our home turf, they were confounded by Kaity's full-field carries and Amanda's brick wall of defense. Or ask Heidi and Mrs. Roach about our team's uncanny ability to run absurd numbers of bowties and to play through the difficulties of our splints, sprains, and brain damage. We shocked even ourselves when our sweet smiles and giggles morphed into locker-pounding battle chants and cannibalistic pre-game rituals.

We learned so much from you guys this season; from how to be the best freshman teammate in the world (you'll be our role model next year, Till!) to how to do your hair and makeup (or not) when attending a wedding; from how to convincingly say, "I'm FANtastic" after taking a tumble to how to get a mamogram; from how to dress for yay day and not die of heat stroke to how to melt the congealed fat from Roger's heart; from how to pull right like a pro to how to laugh, run and cry my oh-so-muscular butt off. We love you beasts, and we can't wait to come watch you tear it up next year. We know you will play with resilience and gusto.

love, Hadley and Behle
EVERYBODY BREAK DOWN! HUH! (giggle giggle) You might not have realized it, but our competitive warm-up against football that day perfectly captured the spirit of our team. That one moment demonstrated several of the key qualities that made the ‘06 girls soccer team what it was. Some of these attributes were:

Fearlessness - Tiny Mary’s gigantic headers
Protectiveness - Alexa’s triumphant display of “sisterly love” during the St. Peter/St. Paul game
Enthusiasm - Mac’s PK celebration jig, Mac’s bus mixes...how about just Mackenzie in general?
Flexibility - Canceled games sucked, but during every set-back we managed to keep our composure
Vivaciousness - How Yayed out were our Yay Days??
Competitiveness - The fights we had over heated drills where only one team could win
Confidence - Pem’s exhibitionist actions on display for the entire boy’s soccer team
Intensity - The Day After Our Last Game: Girls’ Varsity soccer still practicing.

You girls have been incredible. You always knew how to balance fun and work, and we appreciated your excitement and enthusiasm for every new challenge. This season’s improvement was immense, and we can’t wait to see you girls out there kicking butt next year! Thanks for the laughs.
Remember our cheer: Ungala, Ungala, Ungala RED!

Lots of Love,
Your captains, Sutton and Alexa
JV Girls Soccer
2006 Girls Volleyball

back: Coach Kennedy, P. Newquist, N. Punukollu, N. Hinkson, B. Leibold, C. Thermansen, H. Swan

Once again, the girls volleyball team had the best season in school history, 10-7. We had an incredible season; highlights include the game we won off of Friends, our overtime game with Tower Hill, and our last home game against Tatnall. With such an eclectic mix of girls, practices and bus rides were always guaranteed to be hilarious and offbeat. We could play under any circumstances, and we have seen it all, we dodged rabid bats in the gym, slid Nia's mouthguard across the court, witnessed a cheerleader fall off the bleachers during a time out, listened to teams pray to God, heard ridiculous ace cheers and bad warm up mixes, experienced power outages, tornado warnings, "this school has moved" notices, being stranded without a bus at Sanford, and playing in the Pusey Center... Or wait, didn't the "c" fall off the building?

Thanks Paige, Brittany, Hayley, Clare, Nia, Nina, Jess, Katherine, Nici, Kathryn, Eloise, and Bonnie for an awesome season. Remember 2006 was the year we brought spandex back-- and put St. Andrew's volleyball on the map. Love, Steph and Mariana
BUMP! SET! SPIKE!

back- Coach Cris, K. Chen, R. Shields, C. Elsas, E. Bierwirth, L. McCready, D. Montanez, E. Gowen, D. Duprey
Winter Athletics
Girl's Basketball
2006-2007

Final record:
Varsity: 4 - 12
Junior Varsity: 4 - 8

12 little monkeys jumping on the bed, two suddenly died, and then there were 10...
Between the pulled groins, twisted ankles, black eyes, trial run-throughs on the obstacle death course, torn ACLs, broken collar bones, youth, and formidable opponents, our team got pretty beat up this season. But that did not stop our enthusiasm and fun. We will never forget our stellar three point shots, taking out the 6'4" (or was it 6'5"??) 300 lb monster #55 on Sanford, our beautiful reverse lay-ups (and the fights that went along with them), the amazing lunch announcements, beating our record in the bunny-drill about 5 different times throughout the season, and learning how to fight dirty in our intense 3 point knock-out drills. We may have been a semi-rag tag team, an odd bunch, but we had fun and never gave up. So thanks for the laughs—we always made it through our frustrations, and the last two weeks of practice are something we will never forget. We appreciate your flexibility and willingness to do whatever was asked of you. Thanks for everything and good luck next year!

-your captains
Back from left: Coach B Kennedy, Kary Moore, Margot Mellon, Grace Gahagan, Molly Miller, Lucinda Caldwell, Beth Martin, Pemberton Heath, Coach C Kennedy
Kneeling from left: Eloise Repeczky, Stephanie Chubb, Alexa Caldwell, Cydney Unvala

Back from left: Coach Everhardt, Kaley Hanrahan, Emma Van Wagenberg, Haley Swan, Hannah Schechter, Valerie Titus-Glover, Devin Duprey
Kneeling from left: Amanda Johnston, Catherine Geewax, Leila Crawford, Bonnie Madeley, Michele Bennet
Woman’s Squash

Back: Mia Fry, Nina Fleischer, Alexa Lichtenstein, Katie Cornish, Nina Punikollu, Kira Niederhofer.
Front Row: Lucy Brady, Charlotte Rajasingh, Jessica Crawley.

We started this year with many challenges. After losing 7 players, we prepared for a long, difficult and probably victory-less season. Fortunately, we gained 7 valuable new players who boosted our season record to 6-4 and helped secure a second place finish in the Mid-Atlantic Tournament. Who are these new players you ask? MIA “I like long walks in the park” Fry. After schooling the rest of the team, Mia brilliantly found the shots to win at #1. Too bad her brilliance didn’t extent to directing the team to her own house. ALEXA “I have serious drinking problems” Litchenstein. Dis playa, as “Squash MVP” instilled fear in her opponents (when she wasn’t trying to drink her water) saying “I ain’t going nowhere so you can get to know me”. KIRA “I’m too good for matching socks” Niederhofer. As our only freshman, Kira had some problems not only finding her other sock but also remembering when practice was. Nevertheless, she didn’t fail to make 4-4 matches become victories. NINA “I had a really odd childhood” Punikollu. With long car rides to matches, Nina, our only returning player, kept our team enthralled/confused with her tales of quality time spend in cabinets. JESS “I don’t even own sports clothes” Crawley. Although she started the season with little athletic drive, Jess’s well defined arm muscles stepped up to the challenge and consistently intimidated her opponents and at times, even her own teammates. KATIE “I’m small but I’m fierce” Cornish. With her gangster puffy jacket, Katie brought her racquet skills to the court and proceeded to rock her opponents tennis style. NINA “Coordination is not my thing” Fleischer. A surprise addition after jumping from JV to varsity, Nina worked on overcoming her ladder issues and Mia wasn’t kidnapping Alexa before going to the bathroom. COACH “I’m even later than Kira” Speers. Mr. Speers supported us in many ways especially with late night Wawa trips. His motivational skills are worthy of a book deal even if his driving skills leave a lot to be desired. So that’s our team through and through and with two captains who liked to pretend we knew what we were doing, our path to success is obvious. We have survived intrusions to the gym, burglars at sketchy hotels, and vicious mice who planned to sabotage our team. Clearly, we stand strong. Although this is very impressive, all that really matters is that “We are going to heaven first” (Speers, 2/3/07).

We’ll miss you! –Lucy and Charlotte
Back: (Left to right) Ms. Casteel, Sharon Cho, Karin Weston, Mina Aiken, Maggie Liu, Corrine Armistead, Tilden Davis.
Front: Erin Maguire, Abby Westcott, Katherine Belk, Elizabeth Rajasingh.

*Little Known Fact: You can fit 666 woman's squash players in one squash court*

“We’re going to heaven first.” -Mr. Speers
“Put your Bonnets on!”
-Bill Wallace

“It’s not how far you swim, It’s how far you swim fast!”
-Bill Wallace
We previously wondered how we would get through this frigid swim season; whether it would be Carla’s all-encompassing vocal chords, Bill Wallace’s satire-laced wisecracks (i.e. “hell, you don’t wanna eat a whole thing’a bagels, otherwise you’ll be floppin’ around on deck like Charlie the Tuna.”), cutting dairy from our diets, or Mr. Hammond’s benevolence to pull us through the season. Rather, we got through it with you; we cheered until our lungs and throats ached, we pulled a 1-2-3 on Westtown in the last relay at their pool, we were inspired by Trish’s never-ending enthusiasm and energy, we whipped out a 4-point win against Sanford, we ate the KITCHEN SINK at the charcoal pit (a feat the guys’ team couldn’t even dream of achieving). Vivian knocked off a whole minute in her 500 free, and by and by, the breaststroke machine never failed us. What a season. Thank you for your constant willingness and energy. And girls, “keep your damn bonnets on!”

Love, Your Captains,
Mariana, Rachel, and Sellers
This year, the boy's swimming team completed the most successful season in school history. Compiling an impressive 9-1 record, with our only loss coming to the state champions. The highlights of our regular season came with very narrow wins over Archmere and Seaford, both of which came down to the final relay. We also won the DISC title for the third year in a row, thoroughly dominating the competition. The boy's swim team also had an impressive showing at the state meet, finishing 4th in the state. Notable accomplishments included a 1-2 finish in the 50 Free, first time occurrence in any event in meet history, a win in the 200 Free Relay for the third year in a row, and third place in the 400 Free Relay. Oh, and we really love Mr. Wallace, too!
Front Row: H. Darling, K. Bennet, K. Christiansan, M. Lilly, S. Grantham, S. Kahn, B. Smith, N. Bloomfield
(Not in picture) C. Cousar, A. Kwak, T. Campos, J. Van der Vink
Boy’s Squash

This year, under the new leadership of coach Chris Childers, our young St. Andrew’s squash team managed a 5 and 5 record while having the time of our lives. From extra lengthy road trips, to hilarious nicknames, to Max Dynerman’s explicit on-court lyrics, we had a great season. Our win at the Mid-Atlantic tourney solidified our standing as more than a second rate squash team, and quelled the few doubters convinced that we would not be the repeat state champions, for the 74th year in a row. Good luck next year boys, we hope you defend the title with class, sportsmanship, and political correctness.

Love,
Matt and Chris
WRESTLING

2006-2007
The 2006-2007 wrestling season succeeded in many different “countercultural” ways. Perpetually plagued by injuries, inexperience, and other adversities, the team was forced to redefine our definition of success. We found victory in finishing every practice, in waking up at 5:30 a.m. for tournaments, in Grant’s first pin against the Oompa Loompa, in Theo’s body slam of the unsuspecting Hill wrestler, in AJ’s first pin against Sanford’s Marshmallow Man. These were our triumphs. Our season cannot be measured by wins and losses, rather by progress and perseverance. Thank you to all of the wrestlers who stuck it out despite the endless trials and tribulations of the adversity that is wrestling. Good luck to you all in the 2007-2008 season.

Some memorable quotes and moments to live by:
AJ: “Primo did a number on my tailbone!”
Grant: “Lee, on a scale of one to ten, how yellow is my face?”
Primo: “I have the lower body of a Greek god.”
AJ: the Novak/Takumi stories
Derin: “Sa-sa-sa-sa-sa!” (upside down and backwards)
--Andrew
Boys' Basketball

VARSITY SQUAD:
(Back Row) Olu Sosan, Ian James, Akeem Bailey, Adrian Holman, Nwakibe Kanu, Brandon Ogbolu, Robert Bryan. (Front Row) LJ Dimanche, Travis Bastian, Alex Flynn.

JV SQUAD:
(Back Row) Ned Robinson, Drew Burnett-Herkes, Joe Garvey, Bucky Pierce, Christopher Hildebrandt, Will MacIntosh, Mr. Miller (Front Row) Conor Gerstley, Charlie Hughes, Bert Lee, Sam Jeffries, Ryan Heaney

3rd SQUAD:
(Back Row) Mr. Goldsberry, Robert Colon, Jack Moffitt, Brian Sanchez, Garrett Hart, Gregory Phillips. (Front Row) Derek Stow, Kelvin Green, Alex Rutherford, Peter Melhado, BG Court, Evan Armstrong, James Lee
"INCH BY INCH"

Whether in 120 minute cardio sessions, or lifting alongside the crew boys, we made the best of our winter season in the gym...
WORK-OUT

THE CREW:
Kathryn Orfuss
Chauncey Elsas
Nici Fleischer
Katherine Ullman

Ginney Eisenbrey
Sadye Macgruire
SJ Lee
David An

“DEEDS NOT WORDS”

Thanks to Mr Doyle and Ms Ramirez!
Faculty And Staff 2007
The Math Department
Mr. Higgins, Mr. Kemer, Ms. Casteel, Mr. Desalvo, Mrs. Klecan, Mrs. Kennedy, Mr. A. Desalvo, Mr. Doyle, Mrs Coffey, Mr. Joscelyne

The Arts Department
Mr. Harney, Mr. Soukup, Mrs. McTaggart, Mr. Geiersbach, Ms. Kerrane, Mr. Baine, Ms. O’Neill, Mr. Hoopes, Mr. McGiff
The History Department
Mr. Hyde, Mr. Furlonge, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Austin, Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Brown, Mr. Gilheany, Mr. Everhart, Mrs. Kennedy, Mrs. Mein, Ms. Pressman

Not Pictured: Ms. Hope McGrath

Admissions Department
Mr. Scoville, Mrs. Fagan, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Duprey, Mrs. Zendt, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Caldwell
The Science Department
Mr. Kemer, Mr. Hammond, Mrs. Cottone, Mr. McLean, Mr. O'Connell, Mr. Joscelyne

School Store
Mrs. Hall, Mrs. Beblo
Headmaster's Office
Mrs. Graves, Mrs. Henson

Religious Studies
Rev. Walton, Mr. Harney,
Mr. Goldsberry, Rev. Hutchinson

Tech Department
Mr. Cashion, Mr. Hoopes, Mr. Myers, Mrs. Crook
The Kitchen

Many thanks to Sage dining services!

Grounds Crew
Mr. Pechin, Mr. Mott, Mr. Pierce.

Not Pictured: Mr. Knight

The Advancement Office

Mr. Brownlee, Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Thorn, Ms. Mackenzie, Mrs. Cameron, Mr. Hurtt, Mrs. Myers, Ms. J. McGrath, Ms. Profaci, Ms. H. McGrath
Registrar's Office
Mrs. Nelson

The Library
Mrs. Kerraine, Mrs. Hammond, Mrs. Pala, Mrs. Wallace

Facilities Services
Mr. Soukup, Mrs. Holveck, Mr. Galloway, Mr. Papenhausen, Mr. T. Knotts, Mr. K. Notts, Mr. Zdrojewski, Mr. Lindsey, Mr. McMillan, Mrs. Abott, Mr. Kalmbacher, Mrs. Bartsch, Mr. McKelve

Business Office
Mrs. Winiarczyk, Mrs. Wiley, Ms. Banner, Mrs. McGaha, Mrs. Simendinger, Mr. Schuller, Mrs. Wilson
For those of you who made the trek down to Hillier corridor, this is what you saw. For those of you who didn’t, this is what you missed: at any hour of the day, Collin was running, Matt was worshipping his Yankee’s poster, and Zach was skateboarding while playing the piano, all the while making new rules to govern things that could not be done in their room such as touching...anything. Adam was nowhere to be found while Sam tried to wrestle anyone he could find followed by loud and generally incoherent noises. Rob Colon, undoubtedly, would be running to the corridor phone to talk to one of the many ladies in his life. Penn was blaring music out of his room while the other Rob tried to quell a tag-team wrestling match that had just broken out. Kelvin and Evan were honing their skills in epic “Magic” battles. Eventually, Evan became so good that Kelvin recruited Greg to aid his cause, to no avail. When Greg wasn’t doing that, he was telling people to get out of his room. Ryan was working. Ben was with Adam, most likely hiding somewhere and Garret was on Fleming, hanging out with all the other “G’s” Mike was eating ramen while Will was trying to find somewhere to sleep that would give him the least amount of room to move during the night. BG was laughing at both of them secretly knowing that he would one day learn to control his genius powers, team up with Pinky, and take over the world. The entire time the three of them were rearranging their room in a way that would produce the most messy room marks possible. Russell, in awe of all of this, ran away looking utterly confused. Frank was struggling to decide whether or not to sport the triple or quadruple popped collar while Malcolm was screaming at pixels and kicking things behind posters, while Ryan was working. Dae may or may not have been in his room, and while there may or may not have been sleeping. In any case, we all trusted that he was in good hands.
C.O.D.!

WARZONE EAST

Three's Company

Dynamicism Defined

THE DEMILITARIZED ZONE

Dance party!!!

We don't know any of them

"I told you to give me the money"

WARZONE WEST

I'm so confused...

Just a mess
What a group of little princesses...
So cute. So quiet. So sweet.
UNTIL 10:25 ROLLS AROUND...
We wonder where these rascals be in 15 years...

Tilden- finally discovered the hint of an accent  
Leda- found a Romeo to her Juliet  
Lizzy- quietly hosting “cookies & milk” on Wisteria Lane, while secretly harboring the desire to be an environmental lawyer  
Danielle- doing splits in bump’n’grind music videos  
Rose- technical analyst by day, musical star by night  
Catherine- designing jackets to go with her mom’s jeans  
Nancy K.- moved on from orchestra an now in a mariachi band  
Paige- sending the schematics to Jack’s PDA  
Kira- smothered by her mess  
Salewa- finally found the other earring to the pair  
Molly- supporting Jack Bauer in his radical decision to play basketball at UNC  
Amanda- Kate’s stunt double  
Emily D.- the new Maria Von Trapp  
Maddie- singing while creating henna tattoos  
Trish- major cheese enthusiast- emphasis on enthusiast  
Kai Xin- reinventing Britney Spears’ “Baby, One More Time”  
Kaley- running infomercials for her invention “Sweans”- jeans & sweatpants  
Karishma- owning a bunch of little Clives  
Grace- wouldn’t you like to know...  
Angel- finally decided between “Angel” and “Pearl”  
Rachel S.- passing out little ships on Columbus Day  
Victoria- a professional skateboarder  
Nancy H.- matching comforter to her creepy pillow  
Caneel- lead architect for a shrine to Mr. Entourage  
Rachel P.- swimming in the Olympics  
Liza- playing Ophelia while traveling the world  
Lucinda-creator of “Lsoccer Crossketball”- a combination of her sports  
Devin- recent choreographer for the sequel to the “Chicken Noodle Soup” dance: “Tomato Soup”  
Olivia- Olivia McGiff- aka- Olivia McGiff Schrute  
Camille- making millions in the computer industry  
Lyndsay-breast-stroke miracle going under a minute
...And what about the seniors that looked after the hellions (er- I mean Pellians)...where will they be?

Mariana- Learned “Don’t Hassle the Hoff” the hard way- devastated after David Hasselhoff cheated on her with a slew of 17-year-olds
Bonnie- crushed and broken after the failure of the launch of her “Hand-in-a-Box” video—“every single holiday a hand-in-a-box”...
Bayly- DEAD. Cause: the stomach flu.
Chauncey- 5 times divorced and living in South Dakota with 13 puggles
Eloise- The new David Hasselhoff of France with the hit single “Come and Jump in my Boat”. Although shunned from the USA and France she has a huge Amish following.
Izzy- blowing bubbles and eating dirt in an asylum after trying to create a hippogriff by breeding eagles and horses
Mary Pell- a mime stuck in a never-ending interpretive dance of sorrow and danger
Emily- leader of the Leap Frog Liberation Front better known as the LFLF
Kate- after being hypnotized to believe that she was, in fact, The Little Mermaid, she drowned... in the depths of the ocean... she could never be “part of that world”
Residents
Henry Toothman, Tyler Caldwell, Ned Robinson, Daniel Hasse, Crenshaw Meehan, Peter Melhado, Brian Sanchez, Bucky Pierce, Joe Lee, Charlie Hughes, Alex Rutherfoord, Jack Moffitt, Ben Plumer, Connor Gerstley, Matt Gallagher

Ned Flanders is watching football and refusing to clean his room Hasse is walking around in a robe and making facebook clubs Crennie- is relaxing while listening to some "sweeeet" music. He is also "stare[ing] into space for hours thinking about stuff" and waiting for the cookies Petey Mels is causing trouble, asking for a hug to make up, and then causing more trouble Speedy-gun-Sanchez Steer clear of the bathroom Slo Poke Blaming his roommates when he is just as guilty. JHL express is doing push ups, and pretending to sleep when authority comes in Charlie getting letters from the ladies, helping out with the corridor chores, and going to sleep early Alex is looking extremely guilty and denying anything when no accusation was made. Also he is having a dance party Jack is making beats on his chest Plumer asking for late lights and blasting his music
Lover Boy "macin" it with the ladies and talking to Tilden Gallagher is always hugging you, and always hyper

Special Thanks to Mr. Scoville and Mr. Kennedy!
SHE DREAMED AND DREAMED AND
FINALLY, SHE CREATED THE MOST
PERFECT, ANGELIC, WONDERFUL
DORM EVER. AND IT WAS FABULOUS....

LOWER MOSS 2007

Mrs. Cottone was the all
knowing, loving and deli-
cious food provider kept
us all alive and kicking.
if we don’t smother her
with love and affection by
the end of the year, i think
she’ll have trouble kicking
all of us off of her dorm.
we love you.
AS YOUR BOLD DEFENDERS, SHE CHOSE US.

Nina and Phoebe: fashionable, prompt, beautiful and buff: you two were an amazing vacation for us.

The crazy triple: you were made for your hugs and love for ghost stories...just make sure you don't repeat them around too many "bonfires"

Mary Shea and Margot: oh there are no words...you were made for no specific purpose, you were for the fun on the side. hold on MTV, you have two sexy mamas comin' your way!

E Scott and Hannah: your dynamic worked. Oober brains + chill sex fiend = good combo. I would like to order one of those with a side of fries any day.

Sarah Ann Peanut Eliza

Girls: this year on dorm could not have been any better. You were perfect...or you knew when to have fun and when to settle down and do what you were told. You were most faithful to us: your seniors, and we appreciated every moment with you. Keep on doing what you do best: having fun and loving life. We love you lots, and will miss a ton next year. Cheerio!

Love Lex and Lucy

Mary and Laura: this picture is very deceiving. you were never in bed. in fact, you were created to keep us on our toes...too bad you could never get by us!

Emily and Hannah: dark and mysterious, (and also quite brilliant) you two were created to maintain a sense of sanity on this dorm. you also brought a gangsta vibe to the dorm....nice touch.

Katie and Gabri: the 80's are coming, be patient and you will soon fit right in!
You're off to great places! You're off and away!
You have brains in your head, You have feet in your shoes,
You can steer yourself any direction you choose.
And will you succeed? Yes! You will, Indeed!
(98 and 3/4 percent guaranteed.)

Love,

Sadye, Sutton, Kath, Steph
Clive, Prof, and Heidi
Wake up kids, we've got the dreamers disease

Get the hell out of my face. We are just too cool to care.

"Who do you love... I Hope?" Waiting for you baby!

"Are you decent? Of course not!"

No room at all, not even for Jesus.

She's a super dope muffin, Jack Sparrow. Savvy?

Save a horse, ride a swimmer.
Moss Annex

And things will start to happen

Don't worry. Don't stew.

Just go right along.

You'll start happening too.
To my loyal Schmolzites, to Mr. Childers, Mr. Furlonge, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr. G. and especially Ms. McGrath, it is a wrap. There will never again be such a star-studded bunch of sophomores and their fellow seniors. We have been imitated, but never duplicated and I think it is about that time to give up the throne as the best corridor ever. Mr. Schmolze, these kids would have made you proud. The time spent terrorizing Ms. McGrath, yelling, screaming and laughing for no apparent reason will be dearly missed. This year was great and we want to thank you for the wonderful time. Schmolze will live on!! Dro!

Love, Nwakibe
The Schmolzites of Schmolzeeee
2006-2007

“A band of brothers who just love to cause mayhem.....and make really obnoxious noises that really
don't belong in the English language...you can thank the seniors for that!”
Ahhh Voorhees, So many things to do...

Private Time with Terry... Chillin' with DimDim...

Art Class with Derek and Grant... Getting to Know the Moose?

Home Ec. with Peter and Andrew... ... Eat Josh
The Corridor Pastime ("just one more game Evs?")

Sharing the love with Mike and Aj ...Taylor and Primo...

Happy Time with Joe and Sky

Cross dressing with Henry and Frenchie

Cards with Ian and Tyler...

...And Taunt Death
This year has been amazing. We love you so much. -your seniors
THE BAUM FAMILY
THE GODFATHER

THE CAPOS

THE WISEGUYS

“Lost” for words
Plums and tea
Coolest room in the school
Ah, the scenery

Why aren’t you tan?

How did that happen?

What the deuce?

They’ll heal in therapy
“Can you see my junk?”

Domestic violence

130
If you were to stroll down Baum Corridor on a typical day, you might find some unusual and most interesting goings-on. You would surely encounter Justin spitting for some strange reason, closely followed by Greg’s whiny voiced complaining. You might make eye contact with Burton, after which he’d gravely warn you never to insult him again. Vega would promptly scare Burton away. You might notice Conrad being patronizingly smart to Grant, who was watching the Military Channel. Muller was in the common room with his computer. Speers was away at the Christiana Hospital after an unfortunate confrontation with some laundry detergent while Byron was admiring his equestrian film collection. Lark and Mark were on extended senior days. Zach and Brendan were founding the Kate Hardwick club and Muller was in the common room with his computer. Kuerbitz was attempting to make the fourth wittiest comment of his life while Jimbo was cursing the irony of his “gift.” John Andrew was being sophomoric. Ventura was a ninja-star-throwing troll and Edmund was debating whether to go to the market, stay home, or eat roast beef. Muller was in the common room with his computer, joined by Drew who was watching deeply engaged in the Deadliest Catch. Vieux was busy getting rejected by the Blood Bank because of his Frenchness. Taylor was a naked, belligerent manchild accompanied by his salty sidekick Phyllis. Forsthoefel was pledging allegiance to the earth while Hildebrandt was our resident David Hasselhoff expert. Muller was in the common room on his computer while Kang was incessantly greeting you. Brandon was a loping giraffe. Chiang was shopping online for some new turtlenecks while Ryan was fawning over his beautiful hair. Thatcher was wandering around downstairs after sign-in trying to be a senior while William was a genuinely good guy.
The Lost Girls of L

“Second star to the right, and straight on ‘till morning”

Nibs and Tiger Lily (Nia and Grace)

The Twins (Amanda and Katie)
Journey with us to the land of L, where children never grow up. The Lost Girls of L are crazy and weird and funny and intelligent and different. They are a group of loud, overweight children who will make their childhood last. There's Chloe our bohemian babe who always buys us cheese. There's Katie who runs around like the Energizer Bunny and probably has torrets. There's Grace, our on-dorm psychic, whose hair could blanket America. There's Marina who runs like Marion Jones and drinks more coffee than we thought was humanly possible. There's Nia the nude who is perpetually gyrating to Fergalicious. There's Sellers the fashionista who's never without her beauty sleep. There's Emily, who is funky and whose burps could rival those of Chris Edge. And, of course, there's Amanda who is a secret sex kitten beneath her cute, rosy-cheeked exterior. Fortunately, we have Ms. Duprey to take care of us all and keep us happy, well-fed, and sane. All in all, they're an exciting bunch and have, despite the Neverland quality of L, probably given us all a grey-hair or two! We love them all dearly and will miss the late nights, all the eating we seem to do, the video-games, the tarot readings, the nudity and all of the laughs. Thank you, thank you, thank you!

love: Nici, Jess, Alison, Jess, and Kat P
Sherwood: America’s Next Great Corridor

I wouldn’t have had it any other way.
Matt
M'S ANATOMY

Behind the guarded doors of M dorm, a hospital thrives. In this ward filled with quirky and eccentric patients, who knows what kinds of challenges these brilliant surgeons will have to face?

The Surgeons

Dr. Preston “I don’t like losing” Burke

Dr. Richard “The Chief” Webber

Dr. Addison “I bake (and cut) better than Izzy” Shepherd

Dr. Derek “That’s right, I am McDreamy” Shepherd

Dr. Mark “Get around, get around, I get around” Slone

Dr. Miranda “Why are you talking to me?” Bailey
To our lovely patients:

We knew this year was going to be a handful, but we could never have predicted how crazy things would get. Whether it was Muscial marathons in the common room or the gingerbread house extravaganza, you kept us on our toes. No matter what problems you confronted us with (rampant mice, explosive vomiting, uncooperative toilets), it always an enlightening experience. We will miss you so much next year, but we’re sure you’ve eaten enough 7-layer bars and biscuits to carry on the M legacy on your own.

Love,

Hadley, Charlotte, Ginney, Behle, Mina, Jess, Katherine, and Parham
**M’s Anatomy**

**The Cases**

**Erin:** Wakes up from surgery to discover that her severed leg has been replaced with the tibia and fibula of a sasquatch.

**Elise and Leila:** Now known as Spike and Fang, both are mildly injured after participating in the annual Bike to the Death competition.

**Frankie and Danielle:** After being hospitalized for minor gun-shot wounds, the sound of another shot sends Frankie cowering behind her friend Danielle, using her as a human shield. Danielle refuses to talk to Frankie ever again.

**Julia and Ella:** A freak accident occurs on the pond when they are skewered (shish kebab style) by a starboard oar gone awry.

**Mary Jo, Abby, Kaitly, and Lizzie:** Beware of fertility pills; you might end up with four lethargic babes. For these quadruplets, one late night will have them hospitalized for exhaustion.
Maggie: Swallowed eight Hello Kitty dolls in an attempt to bring them back to their Friends, the one hundred dolls already in her room.

Grace and Nina: Nina is driven to ingest two dust-busters when Grace threatens to leave their messy room forever—Nina knows Grace won't leave without them.

Henley and Noelle: Their battle to test their “super powers” results in an unprecedented number of injuries. The counseling office accuses both Dorm Parents of abuse.

Pemberton: Frustrated by her inability to complete a perfect translation, Pem is admitted after eating her Latin book in an attempt to become one with the words.

June: Suffering from the undeniably pleasurable episodes that recur after she tears off her nasal strips.

Clare and Jess: In an attempt to win the Bulgarian National Plaintain Eating Competition, Coach Thermansen encourages Torres to participate despite the doctor’s warnings that one more plaintain could result in a torn small intestine.
Third Form


V Form
Back Row: (Left to Right) David An, AJ Huenke, Frank Leach, Chris Edge, Alex Falciani, Malcolm Forbes, Matt Russell, Byron Cooper, Henry Toothman, Emily Bierwiirth, Kate Hardwick, Tolly Taylor, Terry Kwak, SJ Lee.
Second Row: Robert Bryan, Chris Speers, Shabazz Stuart, Lucy Brady, Jessica Crawley, Andrew Forsthoefer, John Andrew McCown, Jim McNinch, Tyler Caldwell, Sean Gerstley, Albert Song, Max Friedman, Charlotte Rajasingh, Nici Fleischer, Rachel Hickman, Mary Pell Lea, Isabelle Burbank, Katie Stout, Alison Agnew, Brigitte Washington, Cydney Unvala, Katherine Patrick, Jessica Indresano, Mr. Hutchinson.
Front Row: Dan Ventura, Owen Strong, Ian James, Eloise Repecky, Penn Daniel, Adrian Holman, Nwakibe Kanu, Mark Hendrickson, Will Vega-Brown.
These are the days you might fill with laughter until you break, these days you might feel a shaft of light make its way across your face, and when you do then you'll know how it was meant to be, see the signs and know their meaning. It's true, then you'll know how it was meant to be. Hear the signs and know they're speaking to you, to you.

-10,000 Maniacs
Andrew Joseph Alexander Caputo-Huenke

Shout Outs: Thanks to my class, for all the support, thanks to the faculty, especially Miller y Senora, Mrs. Cottone, Dr. McLean, DeSai, Tiny and Tinter, Golds, Coach Colburn, and the Duffys. Thanks to the freddies, (Y’all punxs, know who ya are) for bringing me back to the good ole days of my freshman year. Thanks to the sophomores, especially Brownlee for letting me use his drumkit all the time. Thanks to the juniors, especially Taylor Brown, Whitehill, and the entirety of the Wood. Schminky and Fernske, keep playin’ guys. BJ and Tommy, East Asian wouldn’t have been the same without you guys.

The BIGGEST thanks that I have to offer goes to Police Captain Mike from the Dover PD, for creating that little policeman in me 16 years ago. There is nothing I want more than for you to be there when I graduate the Academy. You have been an amazing influence on me.

Thanks to Chuckums, Wardo, Jim Kane, I have missed you all greatly over the past 2 years. You guys made my freshman and sophomore years the two most amazing years at St. Andrews for me.

Mom, Dad, Alyssa, Grandma, and Grandpa, thank you for all of the love and support you have given me over the years. Mike and Brian, you guys are amazing, thanks for the support that you have given me on the road to St. Andrew’s. Thanks to Laura Murabito and Jessica Porter, you both have been great friends to me. Klap, Axl, Connor, RJ, McGowan, Tommy Hastings, Mayan, DQ, all the guys from home that make things crazy. Primo, Sabdu brother, may your next few baseball seasons be ones to remember, because the last one was unforgettable. Jessica, who else could I count on being able to talk to whenever I felt like it? Elizabeth, you are a very special friend to me, and I am very grateful for the time we have spent together, and am looking forward to this summer. Thanks to the Ventura family, especially Dan, who has been my best friend for 16 long, hard years, but when it all comes down to it, there’s noone I’d rather have by my side when I’m in trouble. Dana, thanks for being the best friend I could ask for.

Dad, you are my role model. I want nothing more than to be like you when I grow up. You are the best dad ever, and an amazing person. Thanks for being MY dad. Mom, I love you a lot. Thanks for teaching me how to be a real Italian. Alyssa, despite our “siblings rivalry” you are the best.

Also, thank Arnica Schleifer. You are crazy. Just plain crazy. Frankie Leach: a bro for life, gotta love this kid. Good times.

Falco: Been a great 4 years man, great 4 years. Gonna miss ya bro.

Edge: never afraid to tell it how it is, gonna miss that man.

Forbes: The only thing I have to say is from freshman year.

"Gnaka-Gnaka Satani" (that song was amazing)
“Don’t take life too seriously, you’ll never get out alive”
-Van Wilder

To the guys:
for the quad, late night visits/Wawa trips, lots of movies, endless conversation, loads of laughs, and saturday night hang-outs

To My Family:
Mom, Dad, Lauren, Grandma and Pop Pop
I never would have made it this far without you.
You mean the world to me.

To Vega:
Here’s to two years of late-nights, sharing, pizza, room destruction, hanging X-mas trees, midnight pranks, aerosol cans, and keeping me alive on dorm

To the teachers who have made this journey great:
Mrs. Cottone (for all the conversation, support, and food), Mr. Doyle for the constant crew talk/help and just being one of the most down to earth people I’ve met, Mr. Desalvo my great mentor and advisor, Xiao Laoshi my inspiration and greatest teacher of selflessness, Shen Laoshi my friend and compassionate teacher, Goldsberry my comic relief, Mrs. Caldwell and Mrs. Matouk the reason for my greater accomplishments in English, and everyone else who has helped guide me thus far.

And finally to the guys (again) and my friends:
Andrew, Chris, Alex, Matt, Frank, Vega, Malcolm, Lark, Albert, Tolly, Terry, SJ, Eloise, Marianna, Chuck, Forsthoevel, Baum, Myers, BG, Primo, Shantanu, and everyone else I forgot to mention:
It’s been a blast and I wouldn’t have changed a moment of it for anything
William Penn Daniel

To my incredible teachers and coaches—Mr. Speers, Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell (you taught me to think), Mrs. Cottone (no words), G- Bizzle (the blessing!), Coach Hyde, Senor y Senora, Mr. Austin, Ms. Pressman, Coach Baine, BK, Costa, Mr. Harney, Mr. Roach, Mr. Colburn, Jack Hoopes, Duff, Mr. and Mrs. Furlonge, both McGraths, and Al (aka “Sally”). Your wisdom is invaluable—never forget that.

Mom, Dad, and Mac- You’re why I exist, you’re why I came to this school. I love you all so much.

And to ’07- The time to part has finally come— but what was had can never be broken, can never be replaced, and will never be lost. Thanks so much for the great times.

“Lil’ zing, lil’ zest, lil’ WHOOBANG!”

“...and to the P.D.I.L., to the sunset, to the sunrise. Eat, drink, and be merry.

“You can’t always get what you want, but if you try sometimes, you’ll get what you need.”

Special Thanks to— Grammy, Uncle Deb, Aunt Margaret, Molly, Mac, Jamie, Devlin, G-Mac, Fitz, Sam, Ike, Tooth, BSign, Tyler, Chike, Brice, Grayson, TH, Luke, Thatcher, Taylor, Schaefer, Grace, Weidner, Mary, Pfeiffer, Brownlee, The MooShu Crew ft. Steel Bar, Hillier, Espana, Nick, Will, Jorge, Wa-Wa milkshakes, hoagies, PPD, Waffle House, the Sunrise Crew, and New Canaan, for making me want to leave and come to SAS. This is a wonderful place— to the rest of you, make the most of it. DO IT.

Don’t worry, be happy.
To Behle: Words will never begin describe how much you have come to mean to me. I love you.

O ye’ll tak’ the high road and I’ll tak’ the low road, And I’ll be in Scotland afore ye.
But me and my true love will never meet again,
On the bonnie, bonnie banks o’ Loch Lomond.

To Maggie: Thanks for paving a road for me to follow.

To Mom and Dad:
Thanks for letting me follow that road.

For everything that was and everything that could have been, thank you.

...j’ai senti que j’avais été heureux, et que je l’étais encore. Pour que tout soit consommé, pour que je me sent moins seul, il me restait à souhaiter qu’il y ait beaucoup de spectateurs le jour de mon exécution et qu’ils m’accueillent avec des cris de haine. -Camus

To the boys: Thanks for all the good times, the laughs, the adventures, and the memories. Keep it real.

To the girls: Thanks for all the advice, the hugs, and always giving the boys a second chance.

Special thanks to: Mr. Goldsberry, Mr. Hyde, Mrs. Cottone, Mr. Kennedy, Al Wood and the VO ‘04-’05
People should not be afraid of their governments. Governments should be afraid of their people.
Shout outs to...

Kat P – You are my “Get Low” Buddy4Life.

Thug Nasty – “You’re so cute and quiet...like a dead squirrel.”

Indresano – What would I do without your randomness? You kept me constantly on toes. “F*** bees, man!”

Nu B – You were my roommate for two years...need I say anymore?

Cho Ho – How could I forget when you tried pass Spray N’ Wash through our door? What exactly possessed you and Katie to do that, I’ll never understand.

Dupy – The “soup” on the floor of Annex.

Ewww!

Vieux – Your cynicism kept me grounded.

Tophi Bear – Your outrageous facial expressions... what can I say,

your goofy character makes me happy.

Danny Boy - Even from college you kept me sane.
"I realized that these were all the snapshots which our
Mom and Dad -- You are the greatest parents in the world. I will always be your little girl. I love you.

"Pay no mind to taunts or advances. I'm gonna take my chances on everyday."

"Out of the darkness and into the sun, but I won't forget all the ones that I love."

Chauncey

"Don't you know, they're talking 'bout a revolution. It sounds like a whisper."

"I'm bouncing off the walls again, I'm looking like a fool again."

"It's just a ride."

"There's only us, there's only this. Forget regret or life is yours to miss. No other road, no other way, no day but today."

"We'll make the best of what's around."

"And you, maybe you'll remember me. What I gave is yours to keep."

Thank you to all of the St. Andrew's community for your support and encouragement over the years. Ms. O'Neill -- thank you for everything. I know I will always be able to count on you; the Caldwellers, the Rumlins, the Artis, the Huddles, the Teddys, the Kennedys, the Wallaces, Ms. Pearce, Ms. McGrath, Mr. Speers, Mr. DeSalvo, Mr. Higgin, Mr. McLean, Mr. Hammond, Mr. McGiff, Mr. Goldberry, Mr. Hutchinson, Mr. Gilheany and Al. I will miss you all so much next year. To all of my friends, class of 2007 and Pellians -- the last four years would not have been the same without you. Thank you for the memories, late nights, laughs and good times. I love you.

Lach & Laura -- You both have taught me so much about life. You mean the world to me. I love you so much.

"Celebrate we will, cause life is short but sweet for certain."

"In high tide or low tide, I'll be by your side."

"We might be laughing a bit too loud, but that never hurt no one."

the raggedy madness and riot of our actual night, the
children would look at someday with wonder, never dreaming

Kathryn

"I don't believe that anybody feels the way I do about you now."

"Just can't get enough."

"Let's go. 'Til the morning comes. Watch the sunrise and fill our souls up."

"And if I had the choice, I'd always wanna be there. Those were the best days of my life."

"With so many people to love in my life why do I worry about one?"

"But you put the happy in my heart. Put the good times into my fun."

"You got to go on and be crazy. Craziness is like heaven."

"I want to live life, and have friends around."

"In the depths of winter, I finally learned that there was in me"

feel of it, the senseless nightmare road" - jack kerouac
IT'S BEEN A GOOD RUN. THANK YOU MY FELLOW ST. ANDREANS FOR HELPING ME THROUGH THIS. I DO NOT FEEL IT APPROPRIATE TO MAKE A LONG LIST OF NAMES BECAUSE, AS IS MY NATURE, I WOULD INEVITABLY FORGET SOMEONE AND THEN I'D JUST FEEL LIKE A JERKFACE. SO... THANKS TO ALL OF YOU EXCEPT FOR KATE HARDWICK AND TO FUTURE VOORHEESIANS GOOD LUCK AND GOD BLESS.
KEEP IT REAL. LOVE.

Larkles

TO THE FAM FAM:
YOU'RE A PRETTY COOL BUNCH
I HEART YOU ALL THANKS.

PHIL, NEED MORE BE SAD?

MOMBO AND DADDYO TY TY UNT CHINDA

ME!!
WE ARE ONE!
-no words can describe my experience here at st. andrew’s. it was extraordinary...
THANK YOU all and I truly LOVE you all.
I’m gonna miss this a lot.
Mom and Dad- Thank you for all of your guidance and knowing when to let go:

"Every day you make progress. Every step may be small, but take the steps. And there will stretch out before you an ever-lengthening, ever-expanding path. You know you will never get to the end of the journey. But this, far from discouraging, only adds to the joy and glory of the climb."

- Sir Winston Churchill

Jocia and George Henny- I couldn't have asked for better siblings or people to look up to. You've taught me how to dream.

"Those who dream by day are cognizant of many things which escape those who dream only by night."

- Edgar Allen Poe

Eloise Repeczky

"I was in a daze, moving in the wrong direction... then I saw your face on the edge of my horizon." - Anonymous

Crazy friends provide for crazy times and all kinds of crazy times just like these! - B. Sparagusa

Thank you- Mina, Chaunce, Ofi, Steph, Bev, Gini, Em, Kase, Sutt, Katie, Rach, Jess, Char, Nic, MP, Izzy, Alec, Penn, Max, Albert, Rob, Tolly, Andrew, Max, Byron, J. P. Pell 06-07...

To the wise SAS faculty, thank you for the late nights, brownies, and most importantly your time. I would not be who I am today without you- the Kennedys, the Ramillers, the Hurts, Mr. Roach, Mr. Brown, Ms. Motoki, the Caldwell, the Wallaces, Mr. McGiff, Ms. Pressman, the Furnos, Mrs. Kocian, Mr. Burk, Ms. Shapinsky, Mrs. Johnson, Ms. Pala...

Let's explore. If we don't find anything pleasant, we will at least find something new. - Voltaire

"You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience which you really stop to look fear in the face. You are able to say to yourself, 'I have lived through this horror. I can take the next thing that comes along.' You must do the thing you cannot do."

-Eleanor Roosevelt
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**Rejoice, rejoice.**

We have no choice but to carry on. - Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young

Thank you: my M juniors...Ms. Malouf, P3, Mr. Brace, Whiz McGift, Mr. Speers, Heidi & Al Ms. O’Neill, Mrs. Zedd, McGuatt Wallaces, Hydes, Hurttis, Roaches Caldwells, Tilden, Nini, Paige, Cindy, and all my friends.

I’ve dreamt in my life dreams that have stayed with me ever after, and changed my ideas: they’ve gone through and through me, like wine through water, and altered the colour of my mind.

- Weithweing Heights,
  Emily Brown

Emily, Kate, Sutton, Izzy, Rachel, Katie Mary Peli, Chase Mariana, Sadie & Cumby & all the girls, I love you.

Chris, Lark, sj Albert, Nat, Rob Penn, Chris, Alex Tolly, Henry and all the guys that made me tough.
“See you and me have a better time than most can dream it have it better than the best whatever tears us at whatever holds us down and if nothing can be done we’ll have the best of what’s around.”

“Mom and Dad: Whenever I see your smiling face, I have to smile myself because I love you. Thank you for everything.”

“The problem with human beans is that they are absolutely refusing to believe in anything unless they are seeing it right in front of their own schnozzles.”

“Matt: The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do.”

“Lark: I like nonsense, it wakes up the brain cells. Fantasy is necessary in living, it’s a way of looking at something through the wrong end of the telescope, which is what you do and that enables me to laugh at life’s realities.”

“Kath: You turned my whole world around and I kinda like it.”

“Rascal, everyday with you is not one wasted or forgotten. I love you.”

“Cinders: You’re the sunshine in my cloudy day.”

“Thanks for always being goofy, dork. I’ll miss you incredibly next year.”

“Lex: You always did put me back in my spot and helped me loosen up. Although I am the better twin, I don’t know what I’ll do without my better half.”

“Special Thanks: Henry, Albert, SJ, Mina, Eloise—The flower that blooms in adversity is the most rare and beautiful of all.”

“Mr. and Mrs. Roach, Mrs. Hurtt, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Austin, the Wallaces, Mr. Brown, the Furlonges, Mr. Geiersbach, Xiao Laoshi, Mr. Hyde, Mrs. Cottone, Mr. McGiff, Ramillers, Ginney, Behle, Katherine, Nic, Sutton, Hadley, KPat, Andrew, Penn, Chris, Jim, Tolly, Byron, Fleming 06-07, Torres, Clare, Thatcher, Taylor, Sellers, Mackenzie, Kasey, Beth, Louise, and everyone else that has made my time here so memorable. Thank you!”

“If there ever comes a day when we can’t be together, keep me in your heart, I’ll stay there forever.”

164 John Tyler Caldwell
Thayer & Liz: Thank you for being the best sisters, and picking St. Andrew's. Thanks for calling when you know I won't call back, and for pushing me to "communicate". I miss you everyday.

"It is our choices, Harry, that show who we truly are, far more than our abilities"
JK Rowling

Thank you to my friends for simply everything. Thanks: class of '07, my freshman, and all of my seniors. Thanks to: Los RaMillers for being my family, Ms. Matauk, Ms. McCluggage, Mr. Speers, Mr. Caldwell, Al, Mr. Austin, The Roaches, The Furlonges, Ms. Pressman, The Hurts, and The Admissions Common Room!

I have dreamt in my life dreams that have stayed with me ever after, and changed my ideas; the have gone through me like wine through water, and altered the colour of my mind. Wuthering Heights

Mom & Dad: Thank you for guiding me all the time, for listening to my rants, and making everything all right. I love you.

I used to be pretty clear on what was real & what I made up, but with everything going on in the world, none of that seems to matter, so I just decided to talk less & smile to myself more, so as not to add to the general confusion. Brian Andreas
Let the hours roll by, doing nothing for the fun, little taste of the good life, whether right or wrong makes us want to stay, stay for awhile.
-Dave Matthews Band

For you who have inspired and taught me, who have learned and laughed with me thank you love always
-Charlotte

Waiting for the time when I can finally say, that this has all been wonderful, but now I'm on my way. And when I think it's time to leave it all behind, I try to find a way to, but there's nothing I can say to make it stop.
-Phish

* WSS * MPG * MCM * JSC * ELP * JPNA * PSJ * DFC * AGR * DTR * TFG * HLP * DJC * WHG *
*MCR * CAR * EKR * JNR *
My time here has been a dream, an unreal, beautiful, irreplaceable dream.

Thank you to Mr. Cheban, Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Hutchinson, Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Furlonge, Mrs. Brownlee, Dr. McLean, Ms. McGraths, Hugo, Matt Roach, seniors '06. Thank you to the sun rise, the late soccer practices, the wrestling brotherhood, the hay stacks, the Mountain Biking Club, dorm nights, Lowes and Narnia, the bell tower, roofs, the T-Dock and grasslocks, the Speers abode, the O'Connell/Kerrane campground. It is impossible for me to quantify my family and my home. The love I have received from this place will stay with me forever. Thank you so much.

Mr. Speers: You have been an incredible advisor, teacher, and friend. Thank you for the wisdom, wit, and ice cream. I look forward to calling you Will.

Mr. Austin: You inspired me to want more. Thanks for the encouragement.

All: You’re so much more than just a piece of meat to me. Thanks for listening.

Goldsbury: ForsythEOF3d and Goldsberry forever. Thank you for the passion. You can bill me for the therapy later.

Mr. Harney: Long live Bann!

Ms. Kerrane: You have been another mother to me. Thank you for the home.

El Duffin: You saved my season. Thank you for supporting me in the face of adversity that is wrestling.

Mom, Dad, Caitlin, and Luke: Thank you for your limitless love and support. I could not have done anything without you. I love you.

Boys, you are my family. I will never forget what we have and what we did. I don’t know what I’m going to do without you. I love you guys.

Ladies, it has been fun. Thanks for talking with me, stressing me out, making me laugh, and all the love. I will miss you all very much.

To Andrew John ForsythEOF3d
Max, Nwakihe, Beloved, Adrian, Ian, Owen...
I will not miss you at all

I could not have asked for better parents. Not that I had a choice or anything, but results demonstrate that your parenting skills were excellent. Mambocat
To All of My Friends,
I won't miss breakfast sign-in, Study Hall, Marks, Core Infractions, Detentions, Adrian, or Stupid Rules, but DAMN IT I am going to miss you. Without you guys, I would be a little bit more lost and considerably more bitter. I can never thank you enough for tolerating my negativity, for telling me what I need to hear, and for giving me a consistent image of the world. Good luck and Godspeed:
Crenshaw, Melhado, Moffit, Doug, VFE, Geeks, Schafer, Phil, Wiltshire, Edmund, Thatchers, and Dyner et. al.

Goldsberry:
We made the baby Jesus cry on a consistent basis. Mission Accomplished

Thank you to all of my teachers who have inspired me. Sorry for all of the shenanigans. PS: Troll = Mrs. Cotton.
"In the end, my friend, we will all be together again" - OAR

"You can't connect the dots looking forward, you can only connect them looking backwards. So you have to trust that the dots will make sense later." - Nicola Di Fleischer
Lots of love to all those who made these the best years
Ever - Niel, Rachel, Jess, Kate, Sutton, Steph, Charlotte, Paul, Joy, Stout,
Wez, Parham, Ullman, Orf, Chaunce, MP, Mina, Izzy, Mars, Chris, Tyler, Sean,
Tolly, Alex, Rob, Albert, Andrew, Henry, Matt, Shantanu, Penn, Nwakibe,
Class of '07, The Noxontones, Underformers, Abby, Sydney, Schafer, Grace,
Pemberton, Sellers, Brendan, Zach, St. Andrew’s, Ms. Ramirez, Ms. Matouk,
And all the Great teachers I’ve had. Thanks to my family, Mom, Dad, Jack,
First Pancake - love Lily bumb bumb/Embier/Bierface/EB Moment

“I’m young and I love to be young,
I’m free and I love to be free -
To live my life the way I want -
To say and do whatever I please.”
Lesley Gore

“If you obey all the rules, you miss all the fun.”
-Katharine Hepburn
“When you dream, dream big, as big as the ocean blue” – Ryan Shupe & The Rubberband

Mary Pell, Nici, Emily, Kate, Jess, Charlotte, Steph, Mina, Izzy, Katie, Eloise, Parham, Sutton, Ginney, Mariana, Chauncey, Kath, Sadyc, Lucy, Katherine, Behle, Brigitte, Sharon, Alex, Penn, Matt, Chris, Tolly, Andrew–these past four years have been amazing, I’m gonna miss ya’ll!!

Mrs. Cottom, The Ramillers, Heidi, Ms. Graves, The Wallace’s, Ms. Pressmen, Mr. Speers, Mr. Roach, Mr. DeSalvo, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr. Everhart, The Kennedy’s, Mr. Hammond
-Thank You!!

K Dorm 06-07, Upper M 05-06, Swimming 03-07, Soccer 03-07, Lacrosse 03-07, Mackenzie, Kasey, Sara, Sel, Noelle, Nina, Josh & Cottone
Advisee’s -thanks

Mom, Dad, Joey, Anna & Eddie- I don’t know what I would do without you. I LOVE YOU!!
"[It] erupts into our lungs and heart; we laugh and laughing and fall apart."

— Phish

"The story of life is quicker than the wink of an eye. The story of love is hello and goodbye. Until we meet again."

— Jimi Hendrix

"Go real slow, you'll like it more and more. Specialize in having fun. Take it easy, baby; take it as it comes."

— The Doors

"Well I wish that I could say, wish I could stay; but now April's turning to May. If you see me in a while—thank you for that smile, talking 'bout an old friend."

— Widespread Panic

"You're only given a little spark of madness. You mustn't lose it."

— Robin Williams

"I have spent my life seeking all that is unsung, bent my ear to hear the tune, closed my eyes to see when there were no strings to play, you played me."

— Grateful Dead

Mom, Dad, Lizbun and Kafrun, Mr. Speers, Josh, Carter, Mrs. Brownlee, Mr. McGiff, Ms. Matouk, Mr. Higgins, Ms. Graves, The Ramailers, The Hurits, Mrs. Cottone, Ms. Shank, Mr. Everhart, Pell Girls, Moss, Peanut, The Band, Class of 2007, and everyone else—Thank You.

I don't know what it's all about; put on your red pajamas and find out.

— Velvet Underground
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"have a plan, but not a clue"

Dev, Lark, Penn, Rob, Matt, SJ, Albert, Tyler, Ian, Edge, Nuak:be

Thank you:

For your love and support:
Mom, Dad, Whit, Wes

Ramillers, Ms. Pearce, Mrs. Caldwell

Parham, Kath, Steph, Emily, Illman, Charmey, Eloise, Stout, Alexa, Mary Pell, Rachel, Charlotte, Mina, K. Pat, Izzy, Jess, Lucy, Kate, Nici, Mariana

My kinda rain:
Lizzy + Aspence

"Making plans to change the world, while the world is changing us" - SMW
Here's to late nights, the main common room, slow Saturday nights, dressing up, exploring, afternoons on the front lawn, dinner trips, best friends, sarlaines, life-altering English classes, laughing fits, procrastination & c/o 2007.
There are things you do because they feel right & they may make no sense & they may make no money & it may be the real reason we are here: to love each other & to eat each other’s cooking & say it was good.

Brian Andreas

JESSICA

Thank you St. Andrews, I will miss you more than you know.

You don’t understand? she said the whole thing. And she thought, but it was nice. Sat there, in the porch swing and growing up together.
I try to use unconditional love in small amounts, she said, so people really appreciate it. The rest of the time I just try not to yell.

I'm very broad minded usually, she said, but it gets very narrow & fast in spots.

Time stands still best in moments that look suspiciously like ordinary life.

I will be proud to say.

Thanks Mrs. Cottone

Is there a lot of stuff and I said pretty much nodded and said that's what to hear it anyway. And we listening to the un
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Life is not about how many times you breathe, but it is about a moment that takes your breath away. My time in St. Andrew’s has taken my breath away.
I wasted $2 on you, you worthless human being.
Parham
I’ll always remember...

laughing so hard that our stomachs ache

Sunny Days on the Front Lawn

amazing roommates

Shantanu

The Note

Spain

The class of 2006

Unwinding with Celine and Chicago—not the city

Running Dates

Free Days; Ice Cream Runs

Mr. Furlonge

Those who’ve taught me not to take life too seriously

Spears Advisee Group

The Musical

The Week and weird diseases

M-Dorm 2005-2006

Ars Caldwell

Late nights in the Laundry Room

M-Dorm 2006-2007

My Lovely Efwin

Nights with Miss Pressman

Singing (and filming) interesting songs

Crying, running, pretty much anything on the beach
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For some it is “if” for others it is “when.” Play like a champion.

Grip it and rip it!  If you’re not wasted the day is wasted.

Worrying is like a rocking chair: it will give you something to do but it will get you nowhere.
To Our Families: Thank you for all the love and support.

To our Friends: Thank you for the great memories, stories and making our high school experience a hoot.

Malcolm and Frank: QUAD, Shrine, Late Nights, chill sessions, early morning music (Metallica and Amber), Saturday Nights, Campus and Fruit Smashing Golf, energy, drinks, Icy Hot, FIFA, and for always being there.

Matt: "Cha Bro", ALARM CLOCK with SNOOZE, and for keeping it real!

Shatanu and Tolly: "Gangstas", late night visits, the tunes, and the laughs.

AJ and Dan: the "pirates", go get your booty!

Rob: thanks for the advice bro

Chuck: for bringing out the Jungle Man in all of us.

Henry, Adrian, Vega-Brown, Nwakibe, Terry

Lucy: Thanks for teaching me how to be myself no matter how strange that may be.

Alexa, Nic, Jess, Charlotte: Thanks for always being there to talk to.

Mariana: thank you for all the "Good News", laughs, patience, and support

Rachel, Kate, Eloise, Sutton, Parham, Sadye, and Izzy.

Mrs. Cottone: Thanks for all the help when I needed it. It meant a lot.

Mr. Hurt: Thanks for the laughs, food, and advice.

Al: "How's your ass?" Thanks for the good times in the winter, it was a blast and helping us win.

Mr. Speers, Mr. Caldwell, Mrs. Mein, Mrs. Klecan, Mr. DeSalvo, and Mrs. Ross.
Malcolm- The Quad and again this year. I have learned how to put up with your mess but it has been worth it with the friendship we have formed. I am gonna miss you and your messy ways next year.

Matt- Let’s have a tea party. You may be a crewie, but your still a G.

Dan- Between the Frisbee tosses and the hours spent in the weightroom we have had a great 4 years.

Chris And Alex- We have had so much fun the last 4 years, lacrosse, the quad, and everything else. Your friendships has been invaluable. Silliman- Study Hall. Enough sad.

A.J.- Living you junior was great. The soda wall, school store time, and NHL 07. I love you man.

To my teachers that have put up with me over the past four years: Mr. Brown, Mr. Speers, Mr. Kennedy, Ms. Matouk, Mr. Desalvo, Mr. Roach, Mr. Hutchinson, Mr. Wallace, and Mr. Hurtt. I don’t know where I would be without your guidance.

To my family- Thanks for your help. The last four years have had their rough patches but you continued to support me. Thank you.

In a thousand years, and a thousand tears, I’ll come finding my original crew. -O.A.R.

Don’t take life too seriously or you won’t come out alive.

Greg- Thanks for your guidance on everything. I couldn’t ask for a better brother.

To everyone else who has guided me in some way: Byron, Penn, Rob, Tolly, Forsthoefer, Chuck, Shantanu, Eloise, Kathryn, Steph, Vega, Shabazz, Lucy, Chauncey, Henry, Luke, Tyler, Marina, Clare, Nwakibe, Melhado, Max Bucky, Alex, Matt, Connor, Liz, Jessica, Emma, Primo and all others that I have forgotten. Thanks for everything.
Malcolm H Forbes

Mi Familia- Thank you for not pulling me out and having faith in me to do better, even if I never do.
The Quad- You boys are special enough to get two shout outs, this is one of them.
Alex- El Dos and the Shrine will always land you a spot in my house when your 4th wife divorces you.
Chris- Even though you never let us build the shrine I still like you. I will never let you forget the fact that you woke me up with that stupid song every morning in the quad.
Frank- Words do not describe you, so I hope this picture does you justice.

Matt- My bro in the city. We will always enjoy the trees in my backyard on a summer day after some soccer.
Steph, Eloise, and Kathryn- Without you three I would probably be dead in some gutter on the side of the road.
Brandon- I couldn’t have done this without you. This past year with you off at college has been hard, but it’s made me a stronger person because of it. You are my cousin, my style coach, my shopping buddy, my celebratuz at heart, and my friend. Thank you.

Sharon- S CHO! I will miss your Asian dancing and Red Bull drinking self. Even though junior year we got on each other’s last nerves on multiple occasions, I still can’t imagine it without you. I’ll always remember watching stupid movies with you at 3 in the morning, propped up on one another dancing our butts off after a test, you always make me smile. I love you.

B Bell- You are my constant source of laughs. On a bad day I know you will always have a smile on your face, and that’s exactly what I need. You’re my Bon Bon and eating ice cream without you won’t be the same. Just promise me that if you find another person at college that is as freaked out by your constant happiness as I am, you tell them that I was your first. I’ll miss you B Bell.

Alison- We both joke about how much we can’t stand each other, but the truth is you’re one of the greatest friends I have. I know that I can sit and just vent with you, and then ten minutes later be cracking up at the latest awkward moment you had. I don’t know who will tuck me in or hug me if I’m having a hard day at college, but I will miss you more than most. Xoxo.

Brigette and Cyd- We three have been through so much together. From problems with boys or problems with teachers to deaths in the family and other unmentionables you all were always there to help me. Freshman and sophomore year held a lot for us all and I always marveled at the way we could all come together. I just want you to know that I’m still with you guys, I couldn’t be at this place if I weren’t. Love you lots.

Thanks you SAS, you have changed my life in more ways than you know.

A Special Thanks to the people that make me who I am:

Class of 07’, L Doran 06-07’, L Doran 05-06’, Sandi and Preston, Alex, Hannah, A Alves, Chantcy, Elone, Amanda, Marianne, Orfoss, Mrs. Pressman’s advisee group, Tania, Melanie, E Ross, Chloe, Stout, M Lea, Dils (my midget ally), Wellington, Kimmy, M. McClung, Eri, Trish, SAGE, Mr. Rosch, Moms and Pops, Tyler C, Sydney, Mrs. Ramirez, Ellie, Leila, Robb, Stobil, Ryan, Mr. Caldwell, Renee, Lydell, Kendall, Torres, Lark, Lucy, Lina, Raheal, Camille, Mrs. Johnson, Ashley (my little sis), The Furlonges, Jess C, Mr. Hutchinson, Jess J, JD, Mama D, Nici, My-Shell, Chris A, Aunts and Uncles, Mrs. Ross, Bianca, and of course... Carrion.

Sean- It’s been a crazy ride! Freshman year I couldn’t have pictured us as tight as we are now. You are no longer a friend, but rather my family. Wherever life takes us, I know you will always be with me because Will and Grace could never leave other. I wish you the best of luck in whatever you do, and know that I am behind you 100% Love you always.

Sarbie- You are an amazing person and I can only hope to get some of the knowledge and life lessons you try to give to me. Whether it’s talking all night long, singing in the car to “Diva’s Live”, playing Wii, helping me in the kitchen, and where you can really eat great even late or just someone to cuddle with, I know you will always be there for me. Love you always.

Sawyer- Ms. Pressman- Even though you have only been my advisor for two years, I feel closer to you than I do to most people. You are always there to lend a hand, help with homework, bake me something when I’m feeling down, or just give it to me straight when that’s what I really need. I couldn’t be thankful enough that you have been here for me these past two years and don’t know what I will do without you. Except maybe phone calls.

Uncle Willy Poppy, Poopy, Head- Did you really think I was going to leave SAS without letting that one out of the bag? Thank you for being here for me day in and day out. You don’t know it now, but you will miss me. Thank you for your constant trips back and forth to AMC and making SAS a home for me. I’ll miss you. And Boys... I suppose I’ll miss you three lots.

Mom and Dad- Thank you for giving me the honor of being a SAS student.
Alison Agnew

Bayly: Ever since freshman year, you have been there, always being crazy and insane with me. Despite our humorous ups and downs, you are truly a great friend, and I cannot even begin to thank you for that. Roomies forever!!

Mom, Dad, and Anstes: Thank you for always supporting me, pushing me, and guiding me throughout my time at SAS. It means more to me than I can ever say.

Bonnie: I can honestly say that my SAS experience would not be the same without you. Together, we danced through everything, constantly laughing, and you can always make me happy. I’ve had so much fun with you these past 3 years and I’m going to miss you so much next year.

Katherine: Throughout everything, you have always been there, and I appreciate that more than you can ever know. Even though we fight incessantly, you always laughed along with me and have been amazing in more ways than one. Thank you so much for being my friend and always supporting me through it all.

“A true friend is someone who knows the song in your heart, and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words.”

Sharon: Thank you for always being my little Cho-Cho. We’ve had some great times, especially our escapades on JV soccer and in math class, and I will never forget them.

“No love, no friendship, can cross the path of our destiny without leaving some mark on it forever.”

Thank You: To everyone that has inspired me, encouraged me, and laughed with me, Mary Pell, Chauncey, Mariana, Sean, Chloe, Emily, Leila, Nia, Sha’Lea, Class of 2007, L seniors, JV soccer, Ms. Ross, Ms. Hsiao, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace, Ms. Duprey, Mrs. Schuller, Ms. McGrath, Ms. Matouk, all my teachers, K Dorm ’05-’06 for all the random dance parties, crazy conversations, and baking. Thank you to St. Andrew’s, for giving me enough memories to fill a lifetime, for always challenging me, for advising me at all times, and for allowing me to discover who I truly am.

L. Juniors: Thank you for being so silly and insane and for never failing to make me laugh. I will always remember our ridiculous moments, and I wish you luck next year.
"I think I'll try defying gravity."
- WICKED

"There's more to life than being really really ridiculously good looking."
- DEREK ZOOLANDER

THANKS -
mom, dad,
hatitude,
peeps,
claSS of '07
my roomies
(fay, boyly
+brette)
the kennedy's,
the study hall
boys/crew,
PELL seniors,
pell girls,
varsity v-ball
swimming,
crew, and
all my
teachers,
coaches, and
friends!

Mariana duPont Silliman
Bonnie: Bonfire, Bonatron, Buckaroo

MAASALAMA!

Mom, Dad, Minta, and Michelle: Y'all have and always will be the best parents and sisters that ever existed! Words cannot express how much I owe to you for my happiness and sanity! I love you!

Kat P: You are the one who brought out my weird side. Remember "informative talks" and staying at your house for long weekend with the chipmunk.

Alison: Remember: awkward times, our junior year as room mates, mutual respect for Old Navy, Ms. Ross's advisee group, and ice cream!

Boyl: My beloved room mate! Remember Kevin, people not getting our jokes and laughter, laughing hysterically at midnight, er k, "What does that have to do with ANYTHING?" and "Oh shoot, I've got the sprinkles."

Sharon: I love that you made my transition to St. Andrew's the best it could ever be you crazy cat. Never forget the mini mart bike rack and orchestra and everything!

Mariana: Roomie! "Don't stop believing" Remember BIG RED, the craziest room of all on Pell, veggie platters, my hands are bananas, and v-ball!

Thank you Lexa J, Cydney, Ryan K, David, Laila C, MP, Izzy, Wez, Henry, EG, Albert, Katie, SJ, Tonia, Lark, Mark, Tolly, Canel, Brig, Pellians (ALL freshmen and seniors), Chounce, AJ, Massians, K dorm, Ms. Ross, Mme Johnson, Mr. Everhart, Mr. Wallace, and the rest of the senior class!
Don’t walk ahead of me, I may not follow. Don’t walk behind me, I may not lead. Walk beside me and be my friend.

Many Thanks: Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Austin, Mr. Miller, Mrs. Caldwell, Mrs. Matouk, Mr. & Mrs. Hyde, Mr. Speers, Mr. O’Connell, GBiz, Mannie B, Coach Rue, Al, Mr. & Mrs. Colburn, Mr. Costa and Mr. Harney, Tiny and Tinier.

The future lies before you, like a path of pure white snow. Be careful how you tread it, for every step will show.
"A friendship that can be ended didn't ever start"

'007 BABE!! Come See Us!!

"Nothing changes your opinion of a friend so surely as success — yours or his."

"Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he learned in school."

Thank you to everyone that I have come in contact with while at SAS. You all have had an influence on who I am and I am forever grateful.

Special thanks to: My dad, for pushing me to succeed, my mother, for always understanding and being there for me, my entire family, my teachers - Austin, Mutouk, DC, The Kennedys, Mr. Ramirez, Hyde. Probably the only SAS student to have Hyde for all three sports and love every minute of it...fine, maybe not every minute...Desaly, thanks for being my advisor dog. Joy, thanks for always supporting me through everything. FJC, Ike, Phil, Colin, Esco, My boy Ian - dogz for life, all my boyz - Adrian, Owen, Terry, Chris'

Seniors: All you guys, come on now.

Schmack atu!
Freshies: Rob Colon, Colin, Leda, Tilden, Grace

O yeah and Sades, you know you get the biggest shout out!! Thanks for the times. Thanks for the memories. I will cherish them always.

It's been fun, y'all. But all good things come to an end. That's a wrap, SAS. P.S. Don't forget about me and I know I'm ballin' cuz my whole wrist pink and my neck kinda bluey (dro)."
When you is wanting me, just call out my name and I is coming very quick.

Life’s for living, yeah that’s our philosophy.

All glory comes from daring to begin.

She’s looking like her momma a little more every day. Love you.

A laugh is a surprise.
And all humor is physical. I was always athletic so that came naturally to me.

The only way to get rid of temptation is to yield to it.

I am invincible... so are you.
We do all the things they say we can’t do. It’s a long road, it’s a big world. We are wise women, we are giggling girls... but I’ll tell you one thing, I’m gonna make noise when I go down.

And we’ll all float on

I did not steal you very much.
After all, you is only a tiny little girl.

I am easily satisfied with the very best.

The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you can’t do.

We laughed together, swore together, and struggled together. Sure we laughed at stupid things and swore unnecessarily, but damn, it was fun. Thank you.
bodacious people of SAS: thank you for making this the most incredible place in the world; for your energy, awkwardness, sexiness, advice, inspiration; for the cups of tea, field hockey games, wee hours of the night, trips through the swamp, explosions of Nutella-induced laughter, metaphysical realms; for your love, I will forever be what you have made me.

"Life has everything to do with awareness; of what is so real and essential, so hidden in plain sight all around us all the time that we have to keep reminding ourselves over and over in myriad unsexy ways, 'This is water.' 'This is water.'" — David Foster Wallace
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I would first like to thank my parents and family. Parker, Mom, and Dad, I couldn’t have done any of this with out your help and support.

“Be strong yet gentle, humble yet bold, swayed always by beauty and truth.”
- Outward Bound Student

I can complain about Sunday morning, or sign-in, or even how terrible sophomore rooms were, but I think most of my family and friends know I wouldn’t trade SAS for the world. I will now attempt to thank lots of people, bare with me. Bates’s, Kennedy’s, Rosch’s, Bunk. Every one of my English teachers, Bernadette, Barker, Toffy, Andrew, Chris, Sean, C-town and everyone in it, Byron, Penn-Vega, Kama, Taylor, Phil, and Frank, Goldsberry, My sophomore: Brownlee, Zen, Tyler, Phipps, Derick, Accapella, Musicals and everyone involved, Costa, Hanney, Cheban, Al, Wes, Katherine, Dido, Nick and Alex, Hendo, B-Jove, Pressman, and Ms. Karani.

Thank you to all the Hondurans who made my trip there rewarding. Thanks to Jim, Julio, and the Sanchez’s, You are all amazing people.

Thank you to family like the; Rices, Quinn, Hardings, Whitney, Zelters, Matty, Ann, Debbie & Ben, Balabans, Elise & Nancy, McCowens, Noaks, Stones, Dirk, Katie Reese, Mark, Emily, Wilson, Biles, Traums, Carol, Stanman, Laura, Holly Jones, Grace, Lizzy, EHOS, Kent, County, Nayan, Jessi, Shreek, Bedwell, Chamberlin, Anges, Do eman, Rino, Anthony’s, Cooper, Oskar, Kay, Sabriel, & Isael, Ergon, Noah, Big Marsh, Rockfish, Danny, VT, Alpine Carving, Ethics, Philosophy, The Prince, Sahts, (Anita), De, Martha, Bockey, Kennedy, The History of Love, Hamlet, Little’s, Martin’s.

Echo Hill Camp, it is a huge part of who I am. Wanted to thank Penny, Eddie, Jordan, and Ryan, Jack B. Will, Jessie, Ben Tilly, Molly, Chris A., Mike Boyd, Jack, Moo, Torn Ben, Kelly, Becca, and Aunt Honey... who loves me cuz she knows I

There is nothing I can say that will capture my time here. All I can is smile.

Byron, you have been an awesome roommate. You’re clean, you always turn “that” Love you, and of course... you’re a B! I
A true friend knows what you're thinking before you do haha
spacklib, ianu, and lowens

"Ability may get you to the top, but it takes character to keep you there."
"Life without a friend is death without a witness."

Thank you: (I'm not doing individual names in case I leave people out)
My family, friends, teachers, coaches and everyone who helped me along the way.


dro ho scopin me!
boys 4 life

much love to the girls including the ones I have no pictures of
cuz i did this last minute :)

196 Adrian McNeil Slater Holman
Thank you Mom, Dad, Nathan, and Wills for all your support and encouragement. I couldn’t be here without you.

Cabin Boys, Fruit Pirates, Ninjas. Whatever it was, we were always having a good time. Much love to all who were

Huenke, we were terrible roomies but we still had some awesome times. I’m gonna miss you bro.

Thank you Mr. Wallace, Mr. Hammond, and Mrs. Geiersbach for always supporting me and being a friend. And also to every member of the swim team that helped to make every winter an awesome time.

Thanks to Mr. Desalvo, Mrs. Caldwell, and all of my teachers who have helped to become so much better than I could have ever thought possible.
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Thank you to all of my teachers and coaches.

Bennie - You're crazy and I love you. Our laughter (and our tears) got me through.

Er-k?

Love,
Bayly

Sades & Chaunce-A - I don't know what to say. You both amaze me and I feel so lucky to have lived, laughed, loved and danced with you for four years.

My family - I love you so much and I'm yours till the ice-cream's forever.

Bob & Co - You guys are my inspiration and I love you more every day.

Mariano - You are a true leader and I owe my sanity to you and admire you more than anyone. Thank you for all that you have done for me.

Kat P.S.cho - Thanks for laughing at me. I love you.

Alison - You were my first and best friend at SAs. You put up with me through everything and for that I am eternally grateful.
“You must be like a wolf pack, not six-pack.”

Orf and Wez: I love you girls too much. There are no words to describe how perfect you girls are. Who ya gonna call??

Sloanie: It’s been hard without you, but you smile has kept me running. I love you girl.

Well, all I’m saying is that I want to look back and say that I did it the best I could while I was stuck in this place. Had as much fun as I could while I was stuck in this place. Played as hard as I could while I was stuck in this place.

-Dazed and Confused

Heidi and Al: I couldn’t have made it without you. Heidis-the advice and laughs, Al-the constant tape jobs and constant smile... Thank you so much.

Love does not begin and end the way we seem to think it does. Love is a battle, love is a war.

-James Baldwin

Class of 2007: Do it true
Keep it up-it’s been real

“Without the bitter, baby the sweet ain’t as sweet”-Vanilla Sky

Cait: Thanks for keepin it real. You do it hard and all the way. Ridin’ Dirty’s takes me back. I love you so much betch.

Gin: Dude you rock it up hard. I’ve had a blast this year. We are way too similar, its kinda scary. Gillet lives on forever... XOX

Bud: 3 squeezes times infittty whatever you say. Thank you for everything. There are so many ways to say tell you how much you mean to me, but none of them really do you justice. I love you forever..docisdoe xoxo

Underformers: Have a blast while you’re here, its over before you want it to be.

Mom and Dad: You guys are incredible. I couldn’t have done it without you. Thank you for everything. I love you.
“You know me, oh you think you do, you just don’t seem to see I’ve been waiting all this time to be, something I can’t define.
So let’s cause a scene, clap our hands and stomp our feet or something, yeah something I’ve just got to get myself over me”
- The Format

Sadye MacGuire

Thanks to — Farhum, Didi, Ullman, Bayly, Clancey, Glavney, Mira, Shantann, Max F., Lark Ian, Adrian, Owen, G-Bizzle, Chris, Mr. O’Connell, Mrs. Matouk, Childers, Albert, SJ, Izzy, Marianna, Elise, Lex, Sutton, Kathryn, Steph, Rachel, Nici, Mimi Amnes, Matt, Tolly, Andrew, Henry, Tyler, Mark, Mr. Speers, Jim, Sharon, Allison, K-Hat, Abby, Ben, All of the Peers, The Band, Neelix, All of my Sophomores, Zach, Dyneman, Schater, Edmund, Adam, Aeneas, EIW, The Front Lawn, Heidi, Field Hockey ‘06, Winter Workout ‘06, “The Week”, Late Nights, Climbing on Rooftops, Naked Runs, Andrew Ward, Milk and Cookies, Sunday Runs, Mrs. Hutchinsen, Dunkin Doughnut Runs, The Nenonterees, Orchestra, Duty, The Remillers, Covert Ops, Elevator Rides, and, of course, Natalie.
“See, you and me have a better time than most can dream.”
~Dave Matthew’s Band

Verity, Beh, Kath, Chaunce, Wez, Sadye, MP, IZ, Rach, Nici, Meens, & Mariana
“Always remember I’m by your side.” ~Train

Mom & Dad,
Thank you for always being there for me. I would not have made it without you!

Lauren & Johnny,
You guys have been the best role models I could have ever asked for! Thank you!

Virginia Anna Eisenbrey

Teachers: Ms. Graves, Mrs. Caldwell, Ms. O’Neil, M.S. McGrath, Ms. Pressman, Mr. Everhart, Ramillers & A.L.

“It’s something unpredictable, but in the end is right. I hope you had the time if your life.”
~Greenday
PIC - You have been a better advisor, mentor, and friend than I could have ever hoped for. Thank you.
Mrs. Caldwell - You gave me an English experience. Period.
Mr. Brown - I never thought lugging a boat backwards could be such a rewarding experience. Thanks.
Mrs. Roach - You showed me (and the rest of the class) that we could work harder than we ever dreamed of
doing. You then assigned us 60 more pages of Beloved. Thanks.
Bizzle - “America’s Next great corridor” has come out with awe-inspiring force. Thanks for all the 1 AM
scrabble and Conan O’Brien.
Al - You’re the man. Need I say more?
Mills - Gangsta. Thanks for all the late nights. The guaca chips will always be remembered.
Thanks: Mom and Dad- for making sacrifices for us kids, George- for setting the standards high, Mary Jo, Katie, Mr. Caldwell- for trying to understand another Toothman, Mr. Scoville- Fleming prevails, Mr. Kennedy- Will the winter ever end?, Mr. Brown- crew, enough said, Mrs. Schuller, Mrs. Klecan, Mr. McGiff, Mrs. Caldwell- for more than just brownies, Adrian, Albert, Alex, Alexa, Bayly, Bonnie- for always smiling, Brigitte, Charlotte, Chauncey, Edge- I speak redneck too, Eloise, Bierwirth, Chuck and Ward- lost but not forgotten, Frank, Hadley, Izzy, Jess Crawley, Jim Job, Kate, Rachel, KPatt, Kathryn, Katie Stout- for always being there (however corny it sounds), Lark- for stretching my limits, Lisa, Lucy, Malcolm, Mariana, Mary Pell, Max, Mina, NicH, Penn, Rob, S.J., Sean- our love hate relationship, Shibi, Sharon, Tyler- my modest roommate, Dan, Julia, Grace R., Lizzy, Clare, Abby, Taylor, Thatcher, Perry, Ruby, Sellers, Maggie, Sydney, Henley Cox- just for the name, Ella, Cinda, Kira, Caneel, Grace G., Tilden, Fleming- I can still take all of you, My Little Bro Amos- Rumor has it I was a bully in middle school- hope I made up, Mary Craig, Louise, Gehrs and Schafer- XC memories (fire, drama, humor...dead body), and to the rest of St. Andrew's... truly a place like none other.
I like to think the best of me, is still hiding up my sleeve....

Sharon 2007

Thanks: K. Pat, Brigitte, Cydney, du Pont, Bonnie, Alison, Katie, Bayly, Jess, girls of K '06-'07

Thank you to all my teachers especially Ms. Ramirez, Señor, Mr. & Mrs. Wallace, Mr. Burk, Mr. Speers, Mrs. Caldwell, Mrs. Mein, Mr. Baine and Mr. DeSalvo

Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Others stay awhile, leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never the same.

ΩΨΤ, big brother, mentor, thank you— I couldn’t have done it without you...

Are you in earnest? Seize this very minute, what you can do, or think you can do, begin it.
"To know life is to love many things" - Vincent van Gogh

Nick, mom and dad - thank you for your boundless support.

Thanks to all my teachers, especially Mrs. Caldwell and Mr. DeSalvo for helping me make the most of my mind.

Mrs. Zendt - Your advice (and your ability to remove marks) has helped me endlessly.

To my friends - thanks for all the laughs, love, and memories. Annex 05, Katie, Brigitte, Cydney, Jai, Kwp, S. Cho and everyone else - it's been fun. I'll miss you all. Love, Jess
To the class of '07, especially Izzy, Sean, Henry, MP, Jess, Lark and the girls of K. I'll miss you - keep it real.

"Why did you do all of this for me?" he asked. "I don't deserve it. I've never done anything for you"

"You have been my friend," replied Charlotte. "That in itself is a tremendous thing. I wove my webs for you because I liked you. After all, what's a life, anyway? We're born, we live a little while, we die... By helping you, perhaps I was trying to lift up my life a trifle. Heavens knows anyone's life can stand a little of that."

-E.B. White
Charlotte's Web

Thanks to my family - Mom, Stew, and Dad - I love you! Mr. and Mrs. Wallace - my second parents - how will I keep my room clean without you?! Ms. Pearce - thanks for being understanding despite the marks. Mrs. Caldwell - thank you for having such a big heart and bringing order to my chaos. Mrs. Brownlee - I don't even know what to say! I am infinitely grateful for everything you've done.
To my family: Mom and Dad, I know these last few years haven’t been easy for anyone. Thank you for all your love and support.
I couldn’t have done it without you.

Christa: You are such a genuine and loyal person. Our friendship has meant more to me than I can say. I’ll miss you.

K Dorm: Becca, Karin, Esi & the dorm. I truly never forget all competitions.
year!

Sydney, Ruby, Liz, Panish, Laura, Less Wallaces. I couldn’t have asked for a better enjoyed living with all of you this year. I'll the late nights or goldfish eating. Take care of yourselves, and good luck next

Special thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Hyde. Thank you for everything you have done and for being such a positive force for me. You will always be in my thoughts and close to my heart.

Dominique: Even though we were miles apart, you always managed to stay part of my life; our relationship has only become stronger over time. No one has more history than you and I do.

Indy: Words cannot begin to explain our relationship. It has definitely been an interesting few years.

Katherine: It's difficult to sum up four years in a few short sentences. Thank you for always being there, for your patience, and all the hugs.

Cyndey: It's been difficult, but we've come a long way since freshman year. You've been a good friend.

duPont: One word: gangster. It's been real. Fo' shizzle.

Sharon: If I were a dinosaur, I'd be a saber-toothed tiger, too.
Seriously though, you know I love you like cooked food. Shake ‘n’ bake.

And also: Shabazz, Lark, Mark, Katie, Hickman, Wez, Ty, Albert “Barburt” Song, Bayly, Bonnie, Torres (Iluhuquri!), Burton (aka TophiBear), Travis, Olu, Akeem, LJ, Brandon, Julia, Nicole, Valerie, Divya, Sanchez, Aja, Mimi, Nia, Skippy, Raphael, Phoebe, Rose, Vivian, Chris Chung, Baine, McGiff and anyone else I might have forgotten.
When we remember we are all mad, the mysteries disappear and life stands explained.
-Mark Twain

Izzy Burbank

Thank you to all of the people who have made my these past 4 years great especially roommates, Pell seniors '06-'07, M 05-06, crew, Bates/Abigail '06, Field hockey '06, Mr. Miller, Ms. Ramirez, Mrs. Caldwell, Ms. Matouk, Mr. Everhart, Ms. McGrath, Mrs. Kennedy, the Hurts, the Furlonges, Mrs. Cottone and all the other teachers I've had. Thanks to all the little ones on Pell for the endless insanity. - Good luck next year- you are going to have so much fun. Also thank you to my family: Mama, Daddy, Billy and Sarah. You are the coolest and funniest people ever. I can't even tell you how much I depend on you. There are far too many people to thank for me to list them all but you know who you are and I don't know what I'll do without you next year!

In the depth of winter, I finally learned that within me there lay an invincible summer.
-Albert Camus
Will Vega-Brown

To my parents, know that I can never thank you enough for what you have done for me. Everything I am, all I have done, comes from you. You have been there for me whenever I needed you, and I would not be who I am today without you. Thank you.

To all the teachers who taught me, led me, inspired me, and believed in me in my years at St. Andrew's, thank you. Thanks especially to my two advisors, Mark Hammond and John Burk; without them, none of this could have been what it was.

To the coaches and players I have played for and with, it's been an honor and a privilege to be a Saint. Forsthoefel, I would never have guessed how hard it would be to let go of a sport after just two seasons. And to my three co-captains, I'll never forget the season.

To all the underclassmen who made St Andrew's what it was, especially Primo, Derrin, and all the others I played with and led, thank you for the effort you gave each day and season. Without that, none of the teams could have been what they were. Keep on playing.

To the guys who've made this time so much fun, it's been great. I don't know what I'll do without Jim's bitterness or Lark's craziness. Ventura, you've put up with me for two years as a roommate; thanks for the good times. Falco, Forbes, Huenke, Leach, Edge - I'll really miss you guys.

Finally, to the ones who didn't make it - Jim Kane, Andrew Ward, Chuck Connors, you made the first two years here awesome. I'm sorry you couldn't be here for the end.
Daehyun An
ADRE, SPAKIB, HIS NAME IS POSSIBLY KLUS, BURBERT, S JAYS, MEEEEEXWEEER, TER KWAKS, LOWENS, AND UMM, LIZZY I GUESS. VOHEEZ AND EVERYBAAAADY IN THE CLASS OF 2007, PEACE WE OUT
There is not enough room on this page to list all the people that have meant a lot to me during my time at St. Andrew’s. No page can describe who you are, and how much you have all meant to me. You are all amazing.

- Shibz, Shaboomboom, Shaka, Alakazam, Boom-Boom, Fatty, Shibby, Bear, and all the other nicknames that I’ve acquired over the years.
I had an amazing time!!!

DANKE!!!... Chris, Andrew, Penn, Rob, Jim, Shantanu, Tolly, Katherine U., Jess C., Sadye, Mary-Pell, Alexa, Lisa, Baum 2005/2006, CLASS OF 2007!!!, Mr. Brown, Mr. Speers, Mr. Hyde, Mrs Klecan, Mr. McLean, Mrs Shapinsky, Mrs O'Neil, Mr. Geiersbach, Mr. Harney, Mr. Goldsberry, Mrs Zendt, Mr. Roach, Mr. Austin, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Hutt, Mr. Hoopes, The SAS faculty, Dave, Julie, Mrs & Mr. Agia, Mom, Dad, Julius, Charlotte for this incredible year 2005-2006 at St. Andrew's!!!
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Thanks to all of my teachers, especially Mr. Speers, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Austin, Mr. Goldsberry, Mrs. Cottone, Mr. O’Connell Mr. Caldwell, Mr. Costa, Ms. Pressman, Ms. McGrath, Mr. Hunt, Mrs. Johnson, Ms. Kotari, and Mr. Robichaux.

Special thanks to my mom, dad, class of ’07 the sunrise crew, Voorhees 04-05, and The Aqua Teen Hunger Force.

Thanks to the many underperformers as well, especially, Ryan K, Max B, William, Thatcher, Doug, Ford, Eliza, and all of the guys on the Vo.
Thanks to: Al Wood, Mr. Austin, Mr. Bates, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr. Cheban, Mr. Everhart, Mr. G-Bizzle-My-Nizzle Mr. Gilheany, Mr. Hliggins, Mr. Hoopes, Mr. Hurtt, Mrs. Hurtt, Mr. Hyde Mr. Kennedy, Mrs. Kerrane Missy Hope McGrath, Miss Joy McGrath, Mrs. McTaggart, Miss Pressman, Mr. Roach, Miss Shapinsky, Mr. Speers, and all the teachers I have forgotten.


Thanks to: Acapella 05, 06, 07, The V Tennis Team 04, 05, 06, 07, The Soccer Team, Thirds 03, JV 04, V 05, V 06, The Cast of the Musical 05, 06, 07, The Group on the Ski Trip Sophmore year. Good times disecting pigs with Bailey and Chauncey, Fleming Corridor 03-04, Schmolze 04-05, Sherwood 05-06, Voorhees 06-07, The Class of 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, Hugo, McLane, Lupton, Chad, Eddie, Peter Z, Sandy, Brandon, The Sunrise Crew, Kate, Char, and especially Nici for that unfogettable afternoon with the canoes, Sunny afternoons in the spring with my class, and all the memories, people, and experiences I have forgotten.
Lost Along the Way

Beloved Rogers

Lindsay Van Melle Kamp

Ashley Hart

Emily Crawford

Carlos Moreno

Jim Kane
Hutch and Mrs Ross:
We sure are glad that you guys accepted the call to be our class advisors. From our very first function with you on Rodney point -- where Hutch engaged in a vigorous game of Kill the Carrier -- we knew we would be having fun with you. From our cook-outs at your house, to your support during Maui Wowie '06, to the enthusiastic smiles in the halls, we are forever indebted to you. We will all miss you next year, and will remember keep these memories close to our hearts.

Hugs and Kisses,

The Class of 2007
Alexa: commanding officer of a men’s platoon.
AJ: fell in love with his dog, Sylvia.
Ali: on “Girls Gone Wild”
Albert: a house-husband, teaching his children how to sing.
Alex: owns an Mafioso liquor store
Andrew: still quoted in SAS publications
Adrian: death by Jim.
Byron: swimming at Bates
Bonnie: still smiling.
Behle: continues to surpass our stories with her near-death experiences.
Bayly: owns a pineapple plantation.
Brigitte: fighting with Shabazz.
Chris E: emitting foul body odors while wearing that pit-stained t-shirt.
Chris S: holed up in New Hampshire with his collection of Jane Austen
Chauncey: her mom.
Charlotte: triple threat: English teacher/chem teacher/squash coach.
Cydney: still dating high school juniors.
Dae: throwing cats.
Dan: tall.
Emily: the new CEO of IMDB
Eloise: is the “Dirty Mind Game” champion of the world.
Frank: playing golf in his Uggs
Ginney: has finally come to terms with being named Virginia.
Hadley: Virginia Woolf
Henry: making gorilla noises while rowing for the US Men’s national team
Izzy: admits to her family that she dyes her hair
Ian: kicking his mom out of the office
John Andrew: running Echo Hill’s liberal debate team
Jess duP: managing a Starbucks
Jess I: wearing the Amazing Technicolor Hairstyle.
Jessica C: still chasing married men.
Jim: working at Olive Garden by day, self-hired hit man by night.
Kate: has finally mastered “The Tabernacle”
Kathryn: has discovered her athletic prowess and is currently winning triathalons.
Katherine U: finally starting to look like her parents.
Katherine P: world renowned sex therapist
Katie: eating trail mix on the Appalachian trail.
Lark: chinese
Lucy: photographing her ten, blonde children
Mariana: working on the Hanson reunion album.
Malcolm: permanent SAISL commissioner
Mary Pell: turned laughing into an olympic event.s
Max: martial arts champion of the world, but no one knows.
Mark: is always nearby
Mina: extremely loud and incredibly tan
Matt: working fulltime at WaWa.
Nici: in charge.
Nwakibe: taken down along with Adrian.
Owen: skinny old man
Parham: finally meets Justin Timberlake while purchasing her first Harley D
Penn: playing the air-guitar while impersonating Duffy
Rachel: soccer mom.
Rob: the Whale Whisperer
Sutton: singing her way to the top of the Billboard charts.
Steph: picking up a new sport
Sadye: saving the whales and a spokesperson for abercrombie & fitch.
Sean: living La Vie Boheme
Shantanu: finally reunited with his eskimo family.
SJ: has discovered a new type of math
Shabazz: all talk, no action...
Sharon: the first mexican to own a rice paddy.
Tyler: perfecting his perfection.
Terry: is trying to learn Korean.
Tolly: working to disband assumptions about people who live in colonial towns.
Will: arrested for using a flame thrower in public.
Parent Ads

THANK YOU ST. ANDREW'S
Congratulations,
Byron!
We are so proud
of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Nathan & Wills
Congratulations
Katie!

And the class of 2007

Love,
Mom, Dad and Stewart
Thank you, St. Andrew's, for 10 wonderful years!

WE ARE ALL PROUD OF YOU, TOLLY. CONGRATULATIONS!
Kate—Congratulations!

....and thank you to EVERYONE at St. Andrew’s.

Love, Mom, Dad, Thayer and Liz
Congratulations

SJ &
the Class
of 2007

Love you,
Mom, Dad and Jihyun
Laugh as much as you breathe,
And love as long as you live.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Elizabeth and Katherine

Bonnie, Congratulations! We’re so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Minta, Michelle and Lawrence
We saved the best for last!!

Our wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to, your dreams stay big, your worries stay small, you never need to carry more than you can hold, and while you're out there getting where you're getting to, we hope you know we all love you, and want the same things too,

Love, Mom, Dad, Joey, Anna, Eddie, Grandpop, Upop, Lacy and Willy.
Congratulations Nici. We’re so proud of you and grateful to St Andrew’s.

Fond love, 
Mum and Dad
Emily
In the words of Dr. Seuss...

Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You.

Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind.

So be sure when you step.
Step with care and great tact
and remember that life's a great balancing act.
Just never forget to be dexterous and deft.
And never mix up your right foot with your left.
And will you succeed?
Yes! You will indeed!
(98 and 3/4 per cent guaranteed.)

Congratulations!
Today is your day.
You're off to Great Places!
You're off and away!

We're so proud
of you!
Much Love,
Mom, Dad, Mary, and Jack
Congratulations to Jim and the Class of 2007

We are so very proud of you!
Mambocat
Mom and Dad

Thank you, St. Andrew’s Faculty and staff
CONGRATULATIONS FRANK!

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!
Sadye,

You are amazing

Congratulations!

God Bless
You

We love you forever and always,

Mom, Dad, Jesse
and Elliot
We love you, Kathryn
Mom, Dad & Stuart
Dad,
We all love you! ❤️
XOXOXOXOXXOXOXOXOXO
Love, Baby D
Dad Mom
Matthew

Good things come in small packages
Congratulations Mariana!
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Hattie, Pepper & Gracie
Congratulations
Malcolm!

Dream Maker
Sunday River, ME

Corbet's Couloir
Jackson Hole, WY

And Beyond...

GO BIG!
Adrian - We’re so proud of You!
Mom, Dad, Cameron, Yaya
June 07
Take pride in how far you have come, and have faith in how far you can go...

Love, Mom, Dad, Andrew, Courtney, and Rob

Lily Bum Bum-
“How did it get so late so soon?
Its night before its afternoon.
December is here before its June.
My goodness how the time has flewn.
How did it get so late so soon?”
XOXO, Me
KATHERINE
YOUR SMILE HAS ALWAYS BRIGHTENED OUR LIVES

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!!
WE LOVE YOU
DAD, MOM AND SARAH

Congratulations, Alison!

Mom, Dad, Anstes
and Grandma Anstes

"I want to do it myself, Dad!"
Where there's a Will...

There's a way!

Congratulations.
Penn!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Mac

Congratulations Mina,
You light up our life and make us so proud.
With love, Saam, Mom and Dad
The Many Faces of Sutton...

We Love Them All!!!!!
Congratulations Katherine!
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Andrew

Congratulations Elizabeth Parham Horn!

Love, Mom, Dad, Anne, John, Matthias and Abe
CONGRATULATIONS SHANTANU
AND CLASS OF 2007

LOVE
FROM YOUR FAMILY
Congratulations, Matthew!
With all our love, Mom and Dad
Congratulations Behle! We are so proud of you! Love always,
Mama Bear, Papa Bear, Ash, Hankster, Larsy & Matt
A wild, wick slip she was - but, she had the bonniest eye and sweetest smile......

Emily Bronle

Congratulations

Izzy much love,
Mom, Dad, Billy, Sarah
Chauncey DeWitt Elsas

Dream

Shine

Reflect

Imagine

We love you so-o much!

Love mom & dad
To our amazing Chauncey!

Congratulations!
Wishing you and the class of 2007 all the luck in the world!
We love you!  Lachlan & Laura

A very serious and much deserved CONGRATULATIONS, Kid!

Love, Mags
What a blessed Journey

from birth... to now... to be continued...

You're loved without end!
Love,
Your Family

Love, Grammy

TO OUR WONDERFUL NIECE

CHAUNCEY DEWITT ELSAS

We will tell you our precious Niece
Every one plays a part in some one's life
Sometimes big and sometimes small but no less important
Because every puzzle must have all the pieces to complete it

So when life gets overwhelming and to much to bear
Just remember even the darkest storm shall pass
And it will become memories of yesterday
If you have faith in yourself and God
Who believes in you

CONGRATULATIONS
&
BEST WISHES

ALL OUR LOVE, AUNT VICKI, UNCLE TIM, AUNT PATTY, UNCLE JAY,
AUNT BETSY AND UNCLE JERRY
To our sweet Dids,
We love you!
Granny and Griz

there's more than one answer
to these questions
pointing me in crooked line...

Congratulations Sean! We are very proud of you.
Mom, Dad, Matt, Connor, Jane and Dylan

Christopher Savage Speers

Congratulations on successfully completing 18 years at SAS
Mom and Max
Success usually comes to those who are too busy to be looking for it. - Henry David Thoreau

Dad, Mom, John and Thomas

all our love

Bday congratulations on 4 successful years at St. Andrews
Congratulations

Chris "Bugs"

We are so proud of you

Love,
Dad, Miki and Alex
Here’s to you John Andrew!

Congratulations on all your accomplishments

May success and happiness be with you and the class of 2007 forever

With love and cheers,

Mom, Dad, Parker
CONGRATULATIONS
JESSICA
and the Class of 2007!

From
The Crawley and Slack Families
Editors' Notes

02/27/07

Special thanks to:

* the staff members who dedicated their time and energy to our book

* Mr. Doyle for having faith that we would get it all done... somehow...

* the student body — for putting up with our endless announcements, emails...

* the senior class — for "reading" all our emails, turning in your pages (even the late ones) and for being patient with us the night before spring break
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